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ABSTRACT

Four BLDT flights were conducted during the summer of 1972 over the

White Sands Missile !_ange. The purpose of these tests was to qualify

the Viking 4isk-gap band parachute system behind a full-scale simulator

of the Viking Entry Vehicle ever the maximum range of entry conditions

anticipated i_ the Viking '75 soft landing on Mars. Test concerns centered

on the ability of a minimum weight parachule system to operate without

structural damage in the turbulent wake of the blunt-body entry vehicle

(140 ° , 11.5' diameter cone). This is the first known instance of parachute

operation at supersonic speeds in the wake of such a large blunt body. The

flight tests utilized the largest successful balloon-payload weight combina-

tion known to get to high altitude (120kft) where rocket engines were

employed to boost the test vehicle to supersonic speeds and dynamic

pressures simulating tbe range of conditions on Mars.

This report presents the results of the first test in the series where

the test conditions were the most severe expected at Mars; Mach number of

2.0 and dynamic pressure of 1.25 psf. The report also contains appendices

describing the test vehicle, parachute performance analysis, and parachute

dimensional description. The parachute sustained some fabric damage

because test design load conditions were 60 percent rather than 23 percent

greater than the design values. Parachute performance, however, was still

adequate to permit the performance of a soft landing on mars A retest

successfully 4emonstrated prachute integrity at design load.
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I° PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is to document the pertinent events con-

cerned with the launch, float and flight of Balloon Launched Decelerator

Test Vehicle AV-I and the performance of the Decelerator System installed

therein. The report will describe and provide data pertinent to the

flight trajectory and decelerator test points at the time of decelerator

deployment as well as a description of the time history of vehicle events

and anomalies encountered during the mission.

The final test reports for BLDT Vehicles AV-2, AV-3 and AV-4 are

contained in the following MMC documents:

AV-2 - Document number TR-3720291

AV-3 - Documpnt number TR-3720293

AV-': - Document number TR-3720295
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II. MISSION OBJECTIVES

The prime objective of the BLDT Vehicle AV-I was to provide flight

ccnditlons such that satisfactory operation and performance of the full-

sc_!e Vikfng Decelerator System can be qualified in a simulated Mars

; environment and in the wake of a blunt body. The flight conditions as

described in paragraph 3.3 of "Parachute Test Objectives and Requirements

Document for BLDT Program", (RD-3720247) are:

Angle of Attack at Mortar Fire < 17°

Residual Spin Rate ._lO0O/sec

Parachute Temperature at _rtar Ytre <80oF

Mach Number/"q" Conditions - See Figure II-I

It was a goal of this mission to separate the vehicle aeroshell

following decelerator deployment in order to obtain a tlme/dlstance his-

tory of the separation function.

A description of the BLDT vehicle, which served as the qualification

test bed, is included in _ppe,,.dixA of this report. A description of the

BLDT mission is provided in Appendlz B.

t

:/

i
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III. DECELERATOR QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

The following is a summary of program events, pertinent _o the decel-

f erator system, occurring from the time of decel_rator system Installation

in the BLDT vehicle through the recovery of the decelerator system at the

point of payload impact.

: A. Qperations Sun_ar_z

' The decelerator system was installed in the base cover of vehicle

AV-I prior to final vehicle assembly for Flight Readiness Test. IThe sys-

tem was Martin Marietta Corporation Serial Number 0000072 (GAC System S/N

12) with a system weight of 126.55# and an ejected pack weight of 90.1#.

During vehicle stand tlme while awaiting satisfactory meteorological

condition.=. for launch, conditioned air was applied to the vehicle in order

to ._alntain the vehicle interior, including the decelerator cannister, at

a temperature below 80°F.

'. ]he deceleratcr system wa,_ subject to cooling during the ascent and

float phases of the mission with pertinent decelerator temperatures just

: prior to release from the load bar as follow:_:

, Sensor Location Se__R_ Actual Temp (OF,)

*Bridle #I +2].0 to -90 +35

',_ *Bridle #2 +210 to -96 +40

: *Bridle #3 +210 tu -90 +_,8

- Mortar Cannister #I +80 (No Mln) +50

_' Mortar Ca,mlster #2 +80 (No Mln) +50
. (Automatic heater
, Mortar Breach +175 to +25 +50 controlled)

I,, Mort:st Breach Flange 4.74 to +25 +50

,/ *Temperature measured on the bese cover interior 5,neath the

,:-_ brldlc lu_, .._:.

1973004294-013
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B. Vehicle Performance

The AV-I vehicle performed normally and provided all anticipated func-

tions with the exception that the vehicle did not attain the correct test

altitude at mortar fire because of low float altitude when the vehicle was

_ released from the load bar and decreased pitch _ttitude at drop due to

vehicle damage sustained during launch. The damage to _,_e aeroshell did

not appear to effect the performance of the _ehicle and the vehicle wake

-_? : characteristics were a valid simulation of the Viking Lat_der Caps_:le. The

mortar fire command, generated by the on_ _ard programmers occurred at a

_ dynamic pressure in excess of the required dynanlc pressure (See Figure J.I-l)

_ due to the low test altitude. The mortar fire conditicns were:

TARGE_ ACTUAL
(.
_- Hach Numbs" 2.23 2.18

Dynamic Pressure (PSF) 11.8 14,53

_ Residual Spin Rate (Deg/Sec) +_ I00 -28

Angle of Attack (Deg) 17 -13

During the flight of AV-I, it was anticipated that the solid rocket

_: motors could create a heating condition on the base covrr and bridle legs'v

_ -_
_ requiring thermal control. The base co_¢er and bridle legs were protected

_} with passive thermal control materials. The recovered base cover pzcvlded

} uo evidence of base heating which _ould have been detrimental to the bridle

legs.

: C. Decelerator S_ystemSummary

- Due to the previously oiscussed off test condltlons, the parachute

-canopy sustained damage .(described belov) but despite the damage, the

•

i
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parachute maintained structural integrity and produced sufficient drag

and stability for a successful Mars Mission. Parachute drag was slightly

less than nominal but within the acceptable range at terminal conditions.

Supersonic drag was higher than anticipated when compared with wind tunnel

• tesL results.

Mortar performance was nominal and adequate despite the test dynamic

? pressure being 23_ over the target dynamic pressure.

Parachute inflation time was normal and as a result of the canopy

:" damage, the opening Io_d was lower than expected. The parachute opening

"ranslent produced vehicle attitude rates as hlgh as 148 degrees/second

L

initially, which damped to less than 75 degrees/second in I0 seconds. The

maximum rates were anticipated due to the degree of overtest compared with

Mars conditions, but the damping characteristics of the parachute do not

:_ appear_ to be as good as expected.

Early in the inflation cycle, the parachute canopy sustained radial

tears from the vent to the edge of the disk in two gore panels (_ee h_p_n-

dix C - GAC Post-Test Failure Analysis). Analysis of the nature _f the

tears and the fact that the tears occurred much before peak canopy loading

leads to the conclusion that the failed panels sustained frictional damage

_ as the parachute emerged from th_ bag. The areas of frictional damage were

then exposed to localized high pressure during an unsymmetrical canopy infla-

; tion which caused the damage to propagate.

!_ Aeroshell separation was successfully demonstrated at a dynamic pressure

_:! of 2.39 psi and a Mach Number of 0.91. The sEparatlon distance of 197 feet

_. " In 3 seconds more than adequately fulfills the minimum system requirement

_ of 50 feet in 3 seconds.

9
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IV. MISSION OPERATION

The following is a description of the program e_ents occurring from

the time of vehicle Flight Readiness Test through Recovery Operations:

A. Flight Readiness Test and Laonch

BLDT Vehicle AV-I completed Flight Readiness Test #I on June 6,

1972 with data review being completed on June 7. Launch schedules were

_elayed during tne time period of June 7 through July II due to uncertain

meteorological conditions at the launch site. A launch was initiated

during the evening of June 15 for a June 16 launch. This countdown was

aborted due to thunderstorms in the area with heavy rains during the

morning hours. A second countdown was initiated June 22 for a launch

attempt on June 2j. This countdown was aborted due to thunderstorms in

the launch area.

Laulch readiness was cancelled on June 26 in order to replace the

airborne batteries which were approaching the 30 day maximum activated

llfe. Vehicle Flight Readiness Test #2 was completed on June 28 following

Installatlon of new batteries with data review completed on June 30,

The final launch countdown was initiated July i0 for a launch attempt

on July II. This launch attempt resulted in vehic] _ launch at 0835 hours

on July ii.

Balloon winch up and system launch were complicated by gusty surface

winds and steady state crosswlnds which necessitated driving the launch

crane off the paved runway. During the crane/system travel across the non-

paved surface, the crane intersected a grazed drainage depression Just

prior to ,yatem relea,4. _e resu]tln R t_hock lorcel_ applied to the vehicle/

"m
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load bar interface structure resulted in damage to the structural inter-

face and loss of vehicle drop attitude integrity.

B. Ascent and Float

The balloon ground track during ascent and float was as shown in Figure

[V-I. The float track to range, range intersect point, float heading at

range intersect and range intersect time were in general agreement with

the preflight predictions for these parameters.

The ascent to float altitude was not completed until approximately

15 minutes prior to releasing the flight vehicle from the balloon load bar.

Pref)ight prediction for the balloon ascent rate was I000 feet/mlnute, which

whould have provided approximately one hour at float altitude. The devia-

tion in ascent time can be accounted for by the ascent rate less than I000

feet/minute at altitudes above 60 K feet. Figure IV-2 presents the pres-

sure altitude (Rosemont gauge) versus time for the AV-I vehicle ascent.

Due to the slow ascent rate abo_e 60 K feet and the ballast dumping

activities late in the flight, an anticipated porpolslng motion did not

have sufficient time to damp out prior to vehicle release from the load

bar. Figure IV-3 shows the geometric altitude (radar) versus time for

final 18 minutes of float Just prior to releasing the flight v,,icle from

the load bar. The porpolsing shown on Figure IV-3 would normally damp out

prior to vehicle drop.

During the ascent/float phase, at approximately 80 K feet, a command

system checkot_ was completed to verify the ground station to flight vehi-

cle communications links. The communications check verified system opera-,

tions by transmitting commands which did not change vehicle status, (i.e.

1973004294-017
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vehicle safe, R. F. on) and monitoring command reception via the vehicle

to ground T.M. link.
i

Vehicle azimuth pointing operations during the float phase just prior

to vehicle drop are covered in Section VI - Vehicle Performance Analysis.

The azimuth pointing system installation and opuLation was required as

a range safety cor straint in order to assure that the vehicle azimuth at

drop would maximize the probability of vehicle impact on range in the event

of a complete failure of the decelerator system.

C. Vehicle Flight

During the Dowered flight, all vehicle functions occurred as programmed

with the exception that the ground mortar fire command was pre-empted by the

issuance of the mortar fire command by the airborne programmers. The

sequence of flight events and actual event times from vehicle drop to TM

off are provided in Table IV-I.

The major mission anomaly occurred during this phase of the mission in

that the flight vehicle did not attain the minimum predicted altitudes as

a result of flying a low trajectory. The low trajectory resulted in higher

dynamic pressures than predicted and the airborne programmers timed out and

issued mortar fire before the dynamic pressures _eached a value which would

permit the ground computer to issue a ground mortar fire command based on

dynamic pressure. The analysis of this flight anomaly is covered in Section

VI-A - Flight Dynamics.

It was a requirement during this phase of the mission to separate the

aeroshell from the BLDT vehicle, follouing decelerator deployment, in order

to obtain a tlme-distance history of the separation. The analysis of the

flight f_Im for thls function, covered in Section % of thls report, reveals

1973004294-018
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that the aeroshell separation rate exceeded the minimum requirement of 50

feet in 3 seconds.

The analysis of the decelerator deployment is also covered in Section V.

Inspection of the recovered vehicle indicated:

I. All rdnance functions occurred with no damage to the vehicle due

to separation processes or vehicle ordnance function.

2. Base reclrculatlon or SRM exhaust products during the boost phase

was minimal since there wa_ no evidence of high temperature effect on the

base cover ablator.

D. Recovery Operations

As can be seen on Figure IV-l, the payload and separated aeroshell

impacted approximately 16 miles north-west of the vehicle drop point. The

point of impact on the range was in mountainous terrain which contributed

to extensive impact damage to the vehicle and difficulty in recovering the

expended hardware. The recovery portion of the mlss_on was completed on

T+I day with all subsystem parts being recovered except for the parachute

bag and some minor structural metal and parachute material.

Discussion of the condition of the recovered hardware, including the

decelerator, is covered i_ later appropriate paragraphs.
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V-I

V. DECELERATOR SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. Mortar Fire Conditions

At mortar fire, the vehicle had a residual roll rate of 26 degrees/

second and was coning about the velocity vector with a 3 - 4 degree angle.

Plots of angle of attack and angle of sideslip in Figure V-I show the mor-

tar fire values to be -12 and -2 degrees respectively. Film dat_ shows a

total angle of attack of 13 degrces, i.e., 4.5 degrees away from the vehi-

cle aerodynamic trim condition of 8.5 degrees. This deviation from trim

is slightly higher than the 3 degree deviation expected on Mars (Reference

2) and is therefore a good qualification of this important variable. The

pitch and yaw rates at mortar fire are shown in Figure V-2 to be 2 and -3

degrees/second, respectively.

A summary of the important mortar fire conditions compared with expec-

ted nominal values are tabulated below:

Mortar Fire Conditions Nominal

Mach No. 2.229 2.18

Dynamics pressure, psf 11.759 14o63

Velocity, fps 2375 2314

Axial Acceleration, g's -1.03 -1.18

Altitude, ft. 147,800 142,025

Angle of Attack -8 -12

Angle of Sideslip 0 -2

Parachute Temperature at 80°F 50°F
Mortar Fire
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_le objectives of th_s te_t as specified in Section II are all

achieved by the above mortar fire conditions except the dynamic pressure

which was 24 percent above the nominal value and fell outside the desired

envelope of test conditions. Were it not for the damage sustained by the

parachute, the high dynamic pressure would not have compromised the quali-

fication of the parachute.

B. Mortar Performance

The mortar performance is evaluated by observing the bag stripping

process from the on-board camera. The t_me at which the canopy first

starts emerging from the bag (line stretch) can be clearly seen on the

film data. The time from mortar fire to line stretch is observed to be

1.03 seconds. The actual distance the deployz_ent bag must trave] for the

suspension lines to be pulled from the bag is defined by the length of the

lines themselves. By simulating the mortar _irillg process with complete

aerodynamic forces on the foreb_d_ and the deployment bag, the mortar

velocity can be _stablished. The AV-I flight conditions of Mach nu_nber,

dynamic pressure and £1ight path angle at mortar fire are u_ed. Assump-

tions were used as follows where flight data was not available:

i. Deployment Bag CDS _ 1,6

2. Dynamic pressure gradient behind blunt body (Reference 3).

3. Forebody ae_odynamlc coefficients (Reference 4).

4. L_ne and cancpy _trlpplt_g forces of 2 and 6 Ibs. respectively

(_ference 5).
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v_If the lines are assumed to follow a sLraign, line path between fore-

body and the deploymcnt bag, the mortar velocity would be 115 fps as seen

in the simulation sequence shown below:

Time - Seconds Relative Vel - FPS

Mortar Fire 0 115

Line Stretch 1.03 74.6

¢

Bag Strip 1.41 64.9

Observation of the suspension line geometry during llne deployment

(see plcrure sequence Flgure V-3) shows that the lines are not in a

straight line as assumed above but are bowed as a _esult of aerodynamic

force on the lines. It is noted that mortar fire occurred when the vehi-

cle was at an angle of attack of -13 degrees. It Is typical of Mars type

low dynamic pressure deployment for the deployment bag to proceed straight

back relatively uninfluenced by the aerodynamic forces on it whereos the

lines, being of less mass per unit area, begin to line up almost immediately

with the relative wind. The extent of this llne bowing effect shown in

Figure V-4 has been incorporated in the simulation of the AV-I strip_ing

process. The results shown below indicate the mortar velocity was 112 FPS

or very close to the middle of the expected nominal range of 112 _ 3 FPS.

Time .-Seconds Rc!ative V_] - F_S

Mortar Fire 0 112

Line Stretch 1.03 72

Bag Strip 1.40 71.5
=

The relative velocity between bag and vehicle dips to a _o_ point of

62 FPS between llne stretch and bag strip, but has increased to 71.5 FPS at
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bag strip. This increase results from the bowed "'L_e force not being

lined up with the bag relative motion direction and the fect that the

bag mass is decreasing. In any case, the relative velocity at bag strip

is considered to be more than adequaEe to have achieved positive bag strip.

C. Decelerator Inflation Sequence

The on-board Milliken and Photosonic camera films were examined in

detail to _stablish event times and as a means of unders+Inding the para-

chute panel tear mechanism. In the sequence of events shown below, certain

events such as peak load were obtained from telemetrydata: Good correla-

tion of all three sources of data wa3 achieved.

Sequence of Events Time -S_9ond_____

Mortar Fire 0

Line Stretch 1.030

Bag Strip 1.320

Bag Behind Cauopy 1.365

Damage Evident i.390

First Full Open 1.570

First Peak Load 1.690

Deployment Bag Separation 2.880

Aeroshell Separation 9.680

Selected frames from the Milliken aft viewing camera show in Figure

V-3 some of the signif!cant events during the inflation phase. The growth

of the canopy from l_ne _tzetch was obtained by tracing the projected

area Im_g_s from the Mi]ilken camera and Integrating these Images with a

' planimeter. The open samaged gate ar_a was consistently subtracted _rom

J
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the total projected area. The resulting canopy growth parameter shown

in Figure V-5 Icoks fairly typical of similer curves drawn for PEPP flights

(Refer-_ce 6). I_st is significantly different, however, is the point

where b_g strip occurs on the c.rve. All LADT and PEPP flight tests of

_ disk-gap-band parachutes showed bag strip occu_ring before the 50 percent

point of the normalized filling time T/Tfill" It is evident also In tbe

' visual inspection of-the film data that a significant mount of band and
P
¢

; disk inflation has occurred before bag strip.

A plot of the projected area ratio• S /S • versus time from line
P Pflnal

stretch is presented in Figure V-6. The area oscillations after first full

c inflation are typical for a DGB parachute deployed atthls Math number. No
;

:. Correction has been applied to the projected area ratio to account for varia-

': tion in the canopy imaop :_=aCunaer changing load conditions. The raw data

[ :u
is felt to be a better basic data source than one which might be based_on

a speculated amount of elongation under load.

Parachute inflation time from llne stretch to first full inflation is
i

[ seen in Figure V-6 _o be .54 seconds. This value is plotted in Figure V-7

!

! along with similar data from PEPP and LAD_ flight te:gts. _he filliag time

for AV-I fails toward the lower edge of but wlthin the expected uncertainty

1
in this parmpter. The nominal and expected dispersio-_ envelope shown will

!
be re-establlshed as a result of the t_tal BLDT experience.

t -

t _

Figures v-g and V-9 show the time-history of tne total longitudinal

perachute lo_d recorded by the bridle attach point tenslometers for dif-

i ferent time periods after mortar fire. The first peak opening load is
seen to be 16,647 Ibs. and occurs 1.69 seconds after mortar fire (.12
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seconds after first full inflation). The actual maximum load of 17,393

occurs at 2.23 seconds. The individual tensiometer readings are recorded

in Figures V-IO, V-II and V-12. By proper combination of the three tenslo-

: meter readings, the equivalent parachute pull angles in pitch and yaw are

obtained and plotted in Figures V-13 and V-!4. The large pull angles prior

: to load buildup (0. to 1.5 seconds from mortar fire) are influenced by line

and swivel dynamics and do not reflect significant lead conditlo_s. The

maximum pull angle at substantial but not peak load i_ 6 degrees. The peak

load pull angle, combining pitch and yaw values Is 3 degrees.

The peak load of 17,393 Ibs. is lower than would be anticipated for

the conditions experienced. Simulation of these conditions produced an

opening load of 19,500 Ibs. The difference between these values is attri-

buted in part to the canopy damage sustained prior to peak load.

The pull angles recorded !n this test agree to within _ I degree of

values shown for similar conditions in Reference 8.

, Accelerometer readings in the X, Y and Z axis directions during the

opening phase are presented in Figures V-15, V-16 and V-17. The peak

lo-Bitudinal acceleration at 2.23 seconds is -11.2 g's which reflects a

I parchute opening load of 18,260 Ibs. This is based upon subtracting out

the aeroshell drag component using CD of 1.6, a dynamic pressure of II.0, and

a payload mass of 55.8 slugs. The accelerometer reading, therefore, confirms

i the opening load recorded by the tensiometers.!

E. Vehicle Stability
i

The BLDT vehicle was coning about the celoclty vector with an angle

t

_; of 3 - 4 degrees and a residual spin rate of 26 degrees/second at mortar

I'll"c. 'l'h_' w'htclc rot_tion r_lte time histories in pitch, roll and yaw

v
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thereafter are shown in Figures V-18, V-!9 and V-20. The roll rate is

seen to continue w_th little chanBe in magnitude during the parachute

deployment and deceleration phase. The maximum pitch rate of 148 degrees/

second occurs 1.64 seconds after mortar fire or very nearly at _he ti_e of

first peak load (1.69 seconds). The pitch rate oscillatlon damps to below

30 degrees/second in I0 seconds. Because of the resldusl roll r_to, how-

ever, the energy of the transient is seen to transfer back and forth between

pitch and yaw, each time reducing in magnitude. The maximum rate of 148

degrees/second being greate_ tM3n thc Mars specification limit of I00

degrees/second is not surprising when the degree of overtest from Mars

conditions is considered (q = 14.4 PSF compared with q = 8.62 on Mars).

The rotation rate data generated on this flight probably is typical

of what to expect on Mars. The damping characteristics of the parachute

do not appear to be as good as predicted in Reference 2. There is reason

to believe, however, that the damaged parachute generated a lift vector

which may have influenced the damping behavior. These flight results will

therefore have to be compared to unda=aged parachute results and extra-

polated to Mars before they are applied as requirements to Viking hardware.
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F. Parachute Dra_ Performance

Parachute drag during the highly dynamic ope,,ing phase and decelera-

tion is determined in two different ways using first the on-board longi-

tudinal accelerometer end secondly the summation of tensiometer loads.

The equations actually compute an axial force coefficient as indicated

below:

= Ax WT/q Sp SA/SP
CAp " _ CAA

where: A = longidutinal accelerometer, g'sx

WT = total weight of system, 18911bs.

q = dynamic pressure, psi

Sp = parachute reference area, 2206 ft2

SA = aeroshell reference area, 103.8 ft2

CAA = aeroshell axial force coefficient, reference 4.

CAp (Fx- 95 • Ax)/q Sp

where: F = summation of tenslometers_ os.
X

These parachute drag results, as plotted in Figures V-21 and V-22,

are superimposed over the expected dispersion of parachute drag from wind

tunnel results, (Reference 7). The supersonic drag coefficient is observed

to be higher than anticipated, and there is little evidence of the typical

drag reduction near Mach 1.0 that was experienced in the wind tunnel.

The quasl-steRdy state drag of the parachute plus base cover is

, determined from velocity and velocity differential data obtained from

: radar. The equation used is as follows:

mT (V+ s' sin)" )CDT= q Sp
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where: mT = total mass of the system, 58.7 slugs.

= dV from radar
£t

Since the drag coefficient of the base cover is nearly constant in

this Mach number regime, it may be subtracted out of the total coefficient,

CDT , leaving the parachute drag coefficient by itself:

SBC

= - CD = - .045

CDp CDT BC _ CDT

This data added to Figurr V-22 in the low Math No. range shows a steady

state parachute drag that averages at 0.60 or just slightly below the

nominal wind tunnel prediction of 0.61. The drag deduced in this manner

neglects any lift from either the parachute or the vehicle.

The time-histories of Mach number and dynamic pressure from mortar

fire are presented in Figures V-23 and V-24.

G. Aeroshell Separation

Aeroshell separation on this flight was intended to demonstrate satis-

factory system operation at a Mach number of 1.18 and dynamic pressure of

2.8 psf. Higher than expected parachute drag, however, produced a separa-

tion Mach number of .92 and dynamic pressure of 2.42 psf. The objectives

of the separation demonstration are: (17 to determine that there are no

unpredictable aerodynamic disturbances at separation that would compromise

th= Viking mission and _12) to exercise the separation hardware and concept

to insure that analytical evaluations of s_paration forces are val_d, and

(3) to determine that parachute drag iq adequate to produce a minimum of

50 feet of separation between aeroshell and lander in 3 seconds.
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Photographic evaluation of the forward viewing Millikan c_mer_ film

indicated a well behaved separation with no tendency of the aerosi_cll to

recontact the lander, no significant aecodynamic or mechanical perturba-

tion imparted to the lander, little tendency of the aeroshell to move

laterally at the instant of separation and a stable aeroshell trajectory

after separation.

Separation distance versus time is obtained from the Milliken camera

film by knowing the diameter of the aeroshell to be 11.5 feet, the hori-

zontal field of view of the camera to be 54.9 degrees and the frame rate

to be 32 frames per second. The separation distance may then be calculated

by measuring the aeroshell ir_ge size _,l a specific horizontal field of

view and correlating with the number of frames since separation.

Separation Distance = 11.5 x H.F.V./.958 x Image Diameter

The separatioo distance versus time plot in Figure V-25 shows 197 feet of

separation in 3 seconds. Simulation of this separation using actual flight

conditions including parachute drag shows excellen_ agreeme_,t with the AV-]

separation data. The early motion is faster than anticipated probably as

a result of very high rigid body rail loads reflected in the simulation

model which probably were significantly lower in the actual flexiole body

case. It is worth noting that aeroshell separatlo_ occurred at a time

(9.68 seconds after mortar fire) when the vehicle was pitching at 69

degrees/second. This is more than twice the specification rate of 30

degrees/second which was a design criteria for the separation guide rail

system design. The fast early separation motion is seen in the extenolo-

meter in Figure V-26 also.
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The geometry of the extensiometer units and the guide rail system

shown in Figure V-27 is required to interpret and analyze the extensio-

meter data. From the geometry and the extensiometer readings, the rela-

tive angular rotation between aeroshel! and lander is computed and plotted

in Figure V-28. The amount of relative rotation while on the rails is sur-

I

prising in view of the moment constraint applied to the two bodies by the

guide rail system, in the ground test of the AV-I separation system a

peak rel_tive angle of 1.53 degrees was recorded by the extensiometers

when the system was subjected to a bending moment of 560 ft-lbs (.87 x

design moment). This is about one-half of the 3.1 degree relative angle

experienced on this flight at the point where total moment constraint is lost

(.105 seconds from separation). Of this amount, approximately .5 to 1.0

degree is accounted for by known toleranee_ in the mating parts. Figure

V-28 shows a plateau in the curve between .03 and .04 seconds that reflects

a bottomJng out of these tolerances at 0.5 degrees. The rest of the relative

angle must be accounted for by elastic or permanent deformation.

Simulation of AV-I aercshell separation conditions using 69 degrees/

second attitude rate at separation, indicates that guide rall loads were

approximately twice as high as the Viking design values associated with 30

degree/second rates. This is consistent with the amount of deformation

that is apparent from the extensiometer data. Based oD the foregoing, it

would be logical to conclude that the deformation in the guide rail system

was all elastic were it not for one piece of evidence. The aeroshell ring

frame was slightly buckled et diametrically opposite points near extensio-

meter No. 2 and the tall nearest the -Z _'is (see Figure V-27). This

d_im_t_,wa_ orlgln_llly thought to have occurred at impact and this may still

prove to be so. However, the abnormal deformation in the guide tall system
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was an indication of a bending moment about an axis that was within 9

degrees of an axis between the buck]ed points. Since there was no

noticeable permanent deformation in the rails, rollers or brackets, the

rail bending moment _ould have been shared at 12ast partially by the

buckled ring frame. "l_is information needs further review and structural

analysis before being applied to the Viking hardware.

H. Parachute Recovery Assessment

A detailed assessment of parachute damage is presented in Appendix C

and g_aphically documented in Attachment i therein. In summary, the para-

chute canopy sustained radial tears from the vent to the edge of the disk

in gores 36 and 38 early in the inflation cycle. Analysis of the nature

of the tears and the fact that they occurred much prior to peak canopy

load, leads to the conclusion that the failed panels _'ustained frictional

damage as they emerged from the deployment bag. An apple of attack of -]3

degrees at mortar fire and excessive dynamic pressure which reduced the

relative bag stripping velocities_ allowed a significant amount of canopy

inflation prior to bag strip. This behavior is felt to have caused the bag

strip_ing damage. These areas were then exposed to localized high pressure

during an unsymmetrical canopy inflation which caused the small initial

damage to propagate into large tears.

In spite of the damage sustained to the canopy, the parachute main-

tained structural integrity and produced sufficient drag for a successful

Mars mission.

A compari_on of pre- and post-flight parachute dimensions is shown in

Appendix D. The suspension line length increase ranges from 4 feet 3 inches

on radial 39 to 5 feet 9 inches on radial I. The disk radial dimension
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increase ranged from 6 inches on radial 36 to one-half inch on radial 14.

These dimension changes are indicative of significant asymmetrical loading.

The bridle legs each gained 3/4 inch in length. All other dimensional

changes are minor.
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VI. VEHICLE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The following is a summary assessment of the BLDT vehic)e perfor-

mance. The summary is presented by subsystem/dlscipline:

A. Fli_ht Dynamics

: The objective of the flight dynamics portion of the report is to

;_ establish the actual flight performance of the AV-I ,rehicle from the

command for vehicle release from the load bar through the command for
l"

decelerator mortar fire. As part of Lhis analysis, the intent Is to
!

further establish the rationale for the overtest dynamic pressure condi°

tion which existed at parachute deployment.

The vehicle performance requirements for the supersonic vehicle are

established based on Mars anticipated environments and characteristics

7. of the BLDT vehicle which might differ from the actual VLC. Thes°.per-

i_ formance requirements are:

I. Resultant angle of attack at "mortar fire _<17 degrees.

2. Residual spin rate at deployment <I00 degrees/second.

3. Mach Number and dynamic pressure at peak load within the test

envelope shown in Figure VI-I.

I Figure V'_-I provides the target mortar fire and anticipated peak load

_ conditions of:

_' MACH NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSORE

x'_ (p s f)

ii Mortar Fire 2.27 1i.8

_ Peak Load 2.17 10.66

m
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The peak load requirements box is established such that a 2G dis-
i

persion _llipse of dynamic pressure, based on BLDT performance parameters

_ tolerances, is adjacent to the 30Z overload limit of the decelerator and at

a Mach number greater than 2.0.

_ The actual flight condition, also shown on Figure Vl-l, Is at a dynamic
t

pressure in excess of the established envelope which resulted in an over-

.', test condition necessitating the reflight of the sup_csonic mission.
f

_ i. Data Sources

The intent of this section is to evaluate the flight performance

of BLDT AV-I by reconstructing its trajectory using flight test data. The

reconstruction is primarily based on three sources of data:

o Meteorological data (density, velocity of sound, and _._nds)"

_, o Telemetry data (accelerometers and gyros); and

o Radar data (slant range, azimuth and elevation).

a. Meteorological Data - Meteorological data were obtained by

_, standard WSMR radzo_onde observatioub (RAOB) and LOKI rocket prob"-. The

_ RAOB probe produced pressure, wind direction and velocity _ temperature

at 5000 feet intervals from surface to approximately llO,000 feet. The

L

LOKI rocket probe produced temperature and %ind data at 5000 feet intervals

[ from 80,000 fe£" t_ approximately 150,000 feet. The combination of the

RAOB and LOKI data defined the atmospheric parameters from surface to altt-
8_

_) rude. Three atmospheric profiles were obtained for the Ag-I flight as

followe:

_ £-24 hr. data:

_. LOKI #0130 launched 10 July "972

RAOB #123 l_unched I0 _uly 1972
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T-] hr. data:

; RAOB 0125 launched II July 1972

: LOKI #0133 launched II July 1972

T+I hr. data:

RAOB #207 launched ),iJvly 1972
Y LOKI #0133 launched 11 July 1972

The T-24 hr. data were used by the rea! time computer during the

; = actual _light to predlct impact and command mortar fire. A comparison

{: of che density of the above 3 sets cf data shows that the T-I hr. data5

}
were the average. Therefore, the T-I hr. data as shown in Table VI-1 _

were used for all flight performance analysls. =

&

_ : b. Telemetry Data - The flight vehicle telemetry (TM) data was

(. -transmitted_vla an S-band llnk-to the WSMR receiving stations J-10 and J-67

- ! = where it wai _ecorded and retransmltted via ml_rowave llnks to the tllgntopera_ions control station at buildlng 300. These receiving stations are

geographlcally-10cated to pro_-ide continuous coverage of the real t_ ,e

mission. Their locations are shown In Figure VI-2. At Building 300, the

" I TH data were recorded for post-fligbt usage and also term_et-:_ _t _arious

: _ displays for obs_rvsLi0n and.control of the mission.

Due to the excessi#e noise level which was encountered on the Building

300 recorde_ data, all analysis is performed using the data which was :

= I recorded at the J-10 receivlng station.
The condlti_ned and smoothed TM accelerometer and rate gyro data,

._ whlcn wereused for flight performance analysis, are show" in Figures VI-3

_hrough VIo6. Figures VI-3 and VI-4 are gyro and accelerometer data respec-

tively for the _ime period prior to the vehicle release from the load bar,

_e effect of pointing commands are reflected In the spin and yaw gyro data.

t
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Figures VI-5 and VI-6 are _he same data du_ing vehicle powered flight. It

is noted that all of the accelerometer and gyro data were smoothed and

conditioned except the accelerometer data prior to drop which was only

conditioned These data were filtered with a seventy (70) point standard
i

least squares quadratic leading edge filter. The conditioning was based

on a two sigma (2 (7) dispersion limit of the filte=ed data with wild points
?

: replaced by the quadratic prediction.

The initial estimates of instrumentation bias, were obtained from

these plots by integrating the gyro data during the float period (Figure

: Vl-3 and adjusting the accelerometer data for zero setting during the _ree

i fall portion of flight immediately after_release from the load bar (Figure

Vl-4). The TM instrumentation system is designed to provide a 5% end to _nd

error tolerance limit but _!th the above biases it is judged that the Instru-

_ mentatlon accuracies can be assumed to be 2%. This provides the following

_ accuracies:

FUNCTI ON TOLERANCE

t
Gyros 6 deg/sec

Lateral Accelerometers 0.02 g's

"_ Longitudinal Accelerometer 0.I0 g's

c, Radar Data - The BLDT vehicl_ _as tr_cked by (7) seven WSMR
(

i FPS-_. _adar fou _) w_re beacon track and three (3) were s_in track.
sets_

* _ne beacon track radars (RII4, R123, R125 and R127) w_re used for continuous

track cf the vehicle until loss of beacon (T + 409 sec) at which time they

switched to skin track. The skin track radars were otillzed to track other

; _ system components such as balioons, load bar and aeroshell. The stated

_ accuracy of the FPS-16 radars i_ 0.I to 0.3 mils in angles and 15 to 45 feet

in range, which is approximately space position.
50 feet of

_y
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:: The radars provided slant range, azimuth and elevation data with

respect to the radar 8ite. Due to inherent accuracy, only the beacon

track radar data were used in performance analysis. These radar loca-
}

tions are shown in Figure VI-2.

The radar data were post flight corrected by WSMR for systematic

errors which were determined by pre-flight calibrations. Raw data of

_, range azimuth and elevation were smoothed by standard WSMR filter techni-

ques to produce velocity, altitude, flight path angle and azimuth. The

_ corrected and smoothed data from all four beacon sites were in close agree-
A

meat providing a high degree of - ¢_otun .... nc_ in the data. An example of the

close agreement is evidenced in the _rop altitude which varied only 34 feet

v between the four radars.

Velocity, flight path _ngle and altitude data are presented in Figuzes

VI-7 through VI-9 for radar site R123. These data are earth reference mea-

, surements and are not ambient aerodynamic conditions.

-' 2. STEP Trajectory Reconstruction

The Statistical Trajectory Estimation Program (STEP) (Reference

9) was used to determine the reconstructed trajectory. This program

solves for the initial conditions (position, velocitys sad attitude of

the vehicle) so that by integration of the gyros and accelerometers the

, trajectory matches the radar data (range, azimuth and elevation). Besides
}'

'" _ solving for Initial condttlon it has the capability of determining the

_ systematic errors (biases and scale factors) on the gyros and accel*.ro-

,',' meters. The program gives a minimum variance solution nn the radar mea-

i_ surements (range, azimuth and elevation), The trajectory is considered to

_ be the optimum when the radar data is randomly dispersed about the

r

,!,',,,

#
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reconstructed trajectory and the variance of the range, azimuth e-d eleva-

_ tlon is witLia the expected tracking accuracies of the radar.

STEP requires an estimate of the biases and scale factors on the gyros

![ and the accelerometers. In order to obtain the_e biases on the gyros, the

: telemetry data were examined from T-45 seconds to T+O (vehicle drop).

These data aT _ shown in Figure VI-3. At this time the vehicle had very

4

,_ _ma11 mmt_n,= =,d rhp center_ _f fh,. n_r_11_ry motions were determined

"_ to be the biases on the gyros. These biases are:
5

Roll gyro (P) -2.09 degrees/second

_ Pitch gyro (Q) -2.05 degrees/second

Yaw gyro (R) -5.61 de_rees/second
?

_. To determine the biases on the accelerometers_the data between T+0 and T+I
F

second was analyzed. These are shown in Figure VI-4. At this time the
i

_ vehicle is in a near zero force field which permits establishing a new zero

J

setting. The average values of the accelerometers at this time were:

2
_ X-accelerometer -0.60_ ft/sec

:*._ Y-accelerometer -0.48 ft/sec 2
¢.
7 2
_ Z-accelerometer -l.12-ft/sec

The scale factors on the gyros and accelerometers were _ 'a]ized at

¢ unity.

_ The inlt_al estimation of position and velocity at drop was obtained

_'I_ from smoothed radar data as:
_8

_ Latitude 33.2334 deg.

_!,_ Longitude -106.2351 deg._ Altitude 120,536 ft.

_f Velocity 100 ft/sec

_ Flight Path Angle (gamme) -1.7 deg.

_, Azimuth 279. deg.

r

I
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The initial estimates of the body Euler angles are required for body

heading (PSI), pitch (THETA) and roll angle (PHI). The initial Euler

angle estimates are:

PSI -13°

THETA 52°

PHI 0°

The ini_ia_ estimate for PSI was taken from the magnetometer reading at

: drop while THETA was estimated at 52° based on the results of previously pre-

_: formed 6 degree of freedom computer analysis.
y

Given these initial conditions and previously established biases and

_ scale factors STEP was not able to provide a comparative fit to the radar

1

: data between T+O and T+38 seconds. STEP continued to give very poor

agreement with the radar data when attempts were made to revise the scale

factor_ on the gyros. The most sensitive parameter was the scale factor on

• the roll gyro (P). By varying the scale factor on P between 0.98 and 1.01,

STEP returned an initial theta (drop pitch attitude angle) between 47 and

_ 57 degrees.

_ The reason STEP has difficulty in converging on an optimum trajectory

was because of the type of trajectory the BLDT veh_cl_ was designed to fly. :.

b
_: Between T+2 and T+9 seconds the vehicle has a gyroscopic turn of about 13°.
i

_) During this turn STEP must have the proper roll angle history to be able

to integrate the measured forces in the proper directlon. An error in PHI

of only a few degrees causes the reconstructed trajectory to diverge from

i the radar track. During the time of drop, spin up, and main engine ignition

_!i the instrumentation package is subject to high shock loads which amplify

_, the data noise level. It is very difficult to remove only the noise due

_) IL, ,_e _hock without _11so adding biases to the dais.'i

t

II
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In order to avoid this data noise problem, STEP was initialized at T+I2

seconds with the initial position and velocity being obtained from radar

data. Using Euler angles, obtained from the previous best STEP trajectories,

and radar data from Radar Site R123 for every 0.I seconds between T+I2 and

T+38 seconds, STEP was able to obtain a very good reconstructed trajectory.

The radar track data deviated from the reconstructed trajectory by the

following standard deviations.

= 3.65 ft.
"_ aslant range

= 7.23 x 10-3 deg _ 25 ft. [position error)@azimuth

! @elevation = 5.52 x 10-3 _18 ft. _position error)

- STEP was also programmed to compute the best estimate of the biases%

:- and scale factors on the gyros and accelerometers. The following are the

biases and scale factor which STEP estimated compared with initial estimates:

STEP ESTIMATE INITIAL ESTIMATFL,

Roll gyro scale factor .99251 1.000

Pitch gyro scale factor 1.00025 1.000

Yaw gyro scale factor 1.00000 1.000

Roll g_ro bias -2.12 deg -2.09 de E

_ Pitch gyro bias -1.92 dog -2.05 deg

!_ Yaw gyro bias -5.60 dog -5.61 dog

' X-accelerometer scale factor 1.001176 1.000
\.

_ Y-accelerometer scale factor 1.00015 1.000

Z-accelerometer scale factor .999874 1.000

X-accelerometer bias -0.60233 ft/sec 2 -0.603 ft,'sec24

Y-accelerometer bias -0.47968 ft/sec 2 -0.48 ft/sec 2

ii 2
Z-accelerometer bias -i.1204 ft/sec -1.12 ft/sec 2

,_

r
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lhe fact that Lhe STEP systematic errors on the system data very closely

approximates the initial data scale factors and biases verifies that both

the radar data and the flight TM data accurately depict the vehicle flight

from T+I2 seconds through mortar fire.

STEP reconstructed trajectory provides a very accurate measurement of

altitude and velocity. Combining this value with the met data, velocity

relative to the wind, Mach number and dynamic pressure was compiled. Time
..

history of altitude, velocity, Math Number and dynamic pressure are shown in

Figure VI-10 and VI-II, Figures VI-12 and VI-13 show the body and velocity

vector orientation versus time. The conditions established by STEP at

mortar fire and peak load_provide d in Table Vl-2, show that the flight per-

i_ formance did net meet the requirements for dynamic pressure as required in

_' Figure Vl-l.

The angle of attack, sideslip and total angle of attack are shown in

Figures VI-14 and VI-15. The total angle of attack shown on Figure VI-15

_ never exceeds the value of 15° which is less than the required value of

<--17°. The value provided by STEP of 7° at mortar fire differs from the

value of 13° derived from analysis of the aft facing camera films. Small

roll errors integrated across the time period of T+I2 seconds to T+38

seconds will cause small errors in the orientation of the body axis which

look like a time shift to the STEP program. This small shift at a time

0 when the angle of attack is changing rapidly provides a large difference

in the value of angle of attack.

!,

_ 3, Flight Anomaly Analysls

_: The major flight anomaly was the low flight trajectory which ,_

_, was experienced in that the vehicle did not achieve thespeclfled flight _

e
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altitude for decelerator deployment which in turn resulted in a high

dynamic pressure overtest during parachute inflation.

Other flight anomalies to be discussed in this and subsequent sec-

tions include:

o Spin rate, despin rate and spin rate decay

o Aerodynamic moments

o Thrust inconsistencies

o Cg Offset

a. Dynamic Pressure Overtest - Sensitivity analysis reveals

that test altitude is most effected by variation in drop attitude. Analy-

_! sis of the launch films and inspections of recovered spent vehicle show

i_ that the support structure was damaged during the launch process. Analy-

sis of the load bar camera film reveals that the vehicle has shifted be-

tween calibration and actual drop (See below), causing the support

structure configuration to have changed and drop attitude to be uncertain.

Comparison slx-degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF) (Reference I0) computer runs

_ were made_ to determine if balloon launch operations damage to the support

", structure could cause the overtest conditions, before retesting the super-

%

sonic condition with BLDT AV-4. These comparison data showed that the

"_ most likely drop attitude was 52 ° . The actual flight data were input to

_ the 6 DOF for the study. These data were:

_. o Atmospheric properties

o _%rust properties (longitudtn,l accelerometer)
,q-
St

_, o Initial drop heading (magnetometers)

_,_ o Event Times

__ o Actual Motor Alignment

_,_ The results of this analysis are compared with actual radar data in Figures

_i Vl-16 through Vl-19.

, i

i
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Figure VI-16 presents the predicted profile of flight altitude rate

versus time for a drop pitch altitude of 52° and 55 °. Also shown in

dashed line is the actual flight altitude rate which was derived from

radar data which was verified by the STEP 2 analysis. This shows that

the actual altitude rate very closely approximates the predicted 52°

drop altitude trajectory.

The 52° drop altitude is further substantiated by the close correla-

tion _f actual to predicted values for the following parameters: _

o Figure VI-17 - Altitude versus Time

o Figure VI-18 - Dynamic Pressure versus Time

o Figure VI-19 - Flight Path Angle versus Time

The above correlat_o.l of data strongly establishes that the drop attitude

was the major contributor to the low altitude anomaly, Furthermore, vehicle

AV-2 and AV-4 estahlishes that system biases were within the dispersion

analysis ellipse while vehicle AV-I was considerable outside the disper-

slon predicted by the 6 DOF program.

A review of physical evidence was conducted to determine anomalies in

the initial drop attitude. The scratches cn the aeroshel] caused by the

disengaged stabilizing bars were found to principally indicate clockwise

and counter clorkwise vehicle rotation about the suspension axis. It was

impossible to determine the position of the stabilizing b_rs at the time

of drop.

i Overlay_ of the down looking load bar callbratio_ and drop films were

f made t_ _e_ermine possible vehicle position changes with respect to the

load bar. Similar films from AV-2 and AV-4 were used to establish a b_se-

$ llne. The overlays are shown in Figures Vl-20, VI-21 and VI-22. Only

_ 81gniflcant details have been included. The plumb bob was not useful
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because iL was moving prior to drop. Note that _or AV-2 and AV-4 the

shifts are small and are attributable to differences in load bar deflec-

tion resulting from different ways tbe load bar is suspended during drop.

For AV-I, however, the position changes appear to be different in nature

and of much larger magnitude.

Detailed analysis of the calibration and drop load bar films for

AV-I revealed that the vehicle had rotated in the order of approximately

3 degrees about the suspension axis which changes azimuth but does not

change vehicle drop attitude, and also that it had rotated in the order of

approximately 1.8 degrees about an axis perpendicular to both the suspen-

sion axis and the vehicle Y-axiso This rotation results in a decrease in

the vehicle attitude in the order of 1.5 degrees, reducing the drop atti-
$

tude to 53.5 degrees.

_ne above conclusion is qualitative in nature because of limltations

in the data. However, the evidence strongly supports a nose down atti-

tude bias which could have been as low as 52 degrees as indicated above.

=

¢
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b. SpinRate - The spin rate dec_y was interrupted at 7 seconds

(see Figure VI-5) for about 3 seconds. This phenomenon can occur due to a

number of reasons. The most obvious is an external roll torque due to

either aerodynamic forces or propulsive thrust misalignment. A further

source was noted during 6 D0F simulations of the effect of cross products

of inertia. Previous predictions of flight performance, such as presented

in Reference Jl showed such tendency. The magnitude of cross products

necesssry to duplicate the flight data is estimated to be less than &
m

s!ug-ft 2. The asy_nmetric pltch/yaw oscillations are also indicative of a

principle axes asymmetry of which the cross products of inertia are a mea-

sure. These gyro data can also arise from misa]ignment of the gyros rela-

tive to the principle axes of the vehicle.

c. Lateral Accelerations - The k" arld Z axes show a bias during

powered flight which is probably due to their offset from the center of

gravity. This causes centrifugal accelerations due to body motions _ be

"_ superimposed on their output. This effect, as well as the dynamic noise

level of the rocket motors masks any lateral thrust magnitude detecmlnatlon.

B. Capsule Aerodynamic Characteristics

The aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle agreed with predlcticn

after thrusting and despin and before mortar fire. The aerodynamic forces

prior to this time cannot be separated from thrust vector effects and

inertia], cross coupling due to roll. Using a simplified inertial model with

no cross products of inertia, the total applied moment on the vehicle waa

_ evaluated. This fligh_ data was quite noisy due to the required dlfferen-

tiai:ion of the flight data, and is not preeented. However, when thesr
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flight moments were compared to the moments generated by a 6 DOF trajectory

simu]at_nn of the flighc, the amplitude of predicted moments compared well

with maximum total moments in pitch between +I00 and -250 ft-lb (due to

the offset cg) end yaw moments within _ 200 ft-lb.

C. Thermal Control Subsyste___m

11_edesign requirements for the BLDT Thermal Control subsystem were

based on maiptaining previously qualified hardware within the maximum and

mi,_imum specified qualification temperatures. Except for several ir_solateu

electrical heaters, a passive thermal control system was utilized on the

BIDT vehicle for ascent arm float control. The passive system was based

on vehicle attitude and vehicle 8scent rote to float altitude with convec-

tlon, solar radiation, reflected solar radiation and infrared radiation

being the major heat tra:;sfer parameters being considereS.

The design ascent profiles are shown in Figure VI-23 with the fast

ascent rate_ when integrated with the above mentioned parameters, pro-

ducinB the hot case and the slow ascent rate producing the cold case.

Figu_.s VI-24, VI-25, VT-26 alldVI-2) show select hot and cold cage pre-

dicted temperature profiles for the base cover, rocket motor support

structure, aeroshell and S-band transmitter respectively. Also shown in

. these figures are discrete point actual temperatures, extracted from the

! 'I_4data which were recorded at approximately half hour intervals. It is

_ noted that the actual _emperatures generally remain within the hot and

cold case predlctions and are generBlly closer to the hot case as would

be expected due to the actual ascent rate.

m
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.:., Presente_ below is a table showing the temperatures measured by

_'- the "on-board" thermistors at the time of vehicle release from the load

,_ bs_ and at aerosheil separation compared with the specified requirement

at vehicle drop.

SPECI"ICATION _CTUAL TEMPERATURE (°F)

REQUI'IEMENT (OF) =MAX MI__N _DROP .A/S SEPARATION

,_, Rate Gyro 125 0 77 76
"_ Boost Motor #I 165 -65 60 160 "

_, Equipment Ballast 165 O 82 81
_ S-Band Transmitter #i 165 ° 0 103 105

g' Instrument Beams #i 125 0 62 63
q-
':_. Bridle #i 210 -90 35 36

::_: A_ roshe i I # i 175 - 115 2",, 32
Boost Motor _2 1.65 -65 58 169

_ Mortar Cannister #I 80 No Min 51 85

Mortar Breech 75 25 55 58

_ Instrument Beam #2 125 0 61 60

_i,_ Bridle #2 210 -90 43 41
_" Aeroshell #2 173 -115 8 16

"; Rocket Motor Support (No Prediction) 46 48
• Structure

_ Mortar Cann_.ster 4#2 80 No Min 49 81

_:_; Mortar Breech Flange 75 25 51 68

_,. Bridle 4#3 210 690 41 45
_-, *Main Battery 80 50 45 46
,_

7

._,_ *The thermiotor titled "main battery temperature" is mis,.amed_ it really

measures rocket motor _upport structure temperature.

.q

_._

_i." e.
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Do Structural Subsystems

.i The structural system provided adequate vehicle support and aynamlc

operation through all phases of the _tssi0n with the exception that the

_ -Z axis compression fitting, which forms part of the flight vehicle to

load bar support structure Interface, was driven through t,e aerosbe_=

_:' s_apportlng structure and into the payload portion of the vehicle.

. There was no evidence of any structural failure in the load carrying

_ structure other than that pre_iously noted. Also, the dynamic portions

_ of the structural system, including the aeroshell guide rall separation

i: system and _he fllpaway len_ covers, functioned as required.

As pz.vlously noted, the -Z compression fitting supporting structure

failed in compressl, a permitting the ball fitting to le forced through

the structure and penetrating the payload where it lodged for the duration

of the mission. The ball. fitting was recovered with the parachute/p_yload

during the recovery operations. Review of the launch films and visual

obser_qt%ons during launch indlca_e tl,at the vehicle was subjected to exces-

sive loads as a result of launch crane travel across a grated concrete

depression Just prior to launch release. The films _Isc show a pitch motion

. between the vehicle and the load bar support structure of approximately on_

foot as the crane crossed the depression which indicates that the supporting

' ball failure occurred at thla point otherwise the vehicle PitCh motion would :

be Impossible.

Post recovery inspection and metchlng of the set,shell and load bar

support structure indicated that the lose of the _pper compression fitting

allowed the l':-dbar support structure eo separate from th_ two lower compres-

slon flttln$, Scratches and gouges on the aeroahell in the viclni_y of the

_ lower flttlngs matched up with tb_ load bar support etructure legs Indicating _:

-e,

r
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that the load bar suppor _ structure legs traveled approximately 7.5 inches

from their original position.

The socket on the -Z ax_s of the load bar support structure penetra-

ted the aeroshell a minimum of tLcee times as follows:

1. When the structure supporting _he compression b_ll failed.

2. When a piece of the structure adjacent to the ball was broken

off.
r

3. When an inspection port cover was punched out.

Inspection of the recovered hardware indicated tne following condition:

1. Aeroshell - damage from c_m_ :._on _ad failure, buckling of the

inboard skins_ nose equ poked oLt, 31.5 inch ring frame buckled

slightly.

All damage was ground impact damage except:

o Compression pad failure was launch damege.

L. Buckled ring frame could have been ground damage or

flight s. Jration load damage (See page V-ll)

2. :_oc'et .,, _- SuTport Structure - no visual damab .

1# 3. Base Co,,_ - Extensive damage result_-g from imp.ct.

4. Parachute Truss - no visual damage.

5. Equipment Beam - Damage resulting from impact.

6. Lead Bar Support Structure - no visual damage.

_ E. Propulsion I Azimuth Pointing and Ordnance Subs_s_Lms

Th_ Propulsive sy:;temon the vehicle include 4 Rocketdyne solid rocket : ,

a motors and 10 spln/despln solid tock_t motors made by Talley Industries. ,.

The main me_ora ha_e cleself!ed performance ch_racterietics, and therefore ,

t"cir.specific performance parameters wlll not be given. In addition

.

i t
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to the solid rockets, pyrotechnic ordnance was used to effect load bar

separation, aeroshell separation and camera lense cover opening. In addi-

tion, cold gas thrusters located on the AFCRL load bar were cemmanded thru

the command system onboard the vehicle. These systems will be discussed in

this section.

,f

J
I. Spin/Despin Motor Performance

The spinup signal which occurred at 1.01 seconds after release

-' from the load bar resulted in nearly simultaneous ignition of the six spin

_': motors. The resulting spin rate was 204 degrees per second indicating

_ approximately 4% high impulse. This rotation rate decayed during main

:. rocket motors burning to a residual rate of ii0 degrees/second, whereas

the 4 despln motors then produced an incremental rate of 136 degree/

_:. second which is 6_ higher than predlc_ed. This higher effective perfor-

_ mance of the spin/despin motor_ is p2obably in part due to plume over-

i expanding and reclrculating to produce a pressure force on the spln/despin

bracket. The bese cover near the spin motors showed some evid_,nce of plume

.! impingement.

2 Main Propulsion S__em

?-
{ The four so :_d rocket motors were ignited at 2.03 seconds after
,i

# release from the balloon load bar and produced no noticeable thrust differ_,_-
J

t!al. They produced a slightly higher thrust level with an attendant

i shorter _u_n time which was well within their _pecification. _lere was no
noticeable difference in their burn time and the thrust tail off was as

_' expected. During motor support structure alignment verifica'.io_, a slight

distortion in the structure was me_aured which would have caused the rocket

, s

motors to have product_d a roll torque. This led to a modlficatior of the i,_ ,_.
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rocket motor installation shimming procedures which should have eliminated

this source of roll torque. The resulting change in roll rate during main

• rocket motor burning is attributable to the thrust damping and is close to

the predicted change. The thrust vector alignment relative to the center

of gravity was estimated based on the pltch/ya_ rates at ignition prior to

developing relevant aerodynamics forces and indicate the thrust vector was

parallel to the X axis but displaced 0.050" from the center of gravity in

the -Z direction and 0.055" in the +Y direction. A portion of this dis-

placement was possibly due to the compression fitting ball which was broken

off during launch. This ball was lodged some place in the vehicle and its

mass could have shifted the center of gravity by as much as 0.010 inches,

A thrust misalignment of this magnitude would cause an increase in dynamic

pressure at mortar fire of 0.5 psi.

The anticipated plume recontact and reclrculatlon in the base region

did not produce relevant base heating. The ablst_ve heat shield on the

i base and over the parachute bridle showed no evidence of heat either due

to mortar plume radiation nor due to convective impingement. The aft

camera lens covers also were not degraded by the rocket motor exhaust al-

_. though some eviden:e of a dust-like deposit was noticed.

,_, Post-fliBht inspection of the blast tube on Rocket Motor 3 (+Y_+Z)

_i showed significant paiut blistering. _his condition could imply a thrust

_ector change du£ to blast tube deformation or nozzle erosion. The shock

_ loading during launch could have dlslodgea propellant or caused separation

of the propellant which, in tur_, could give a thrust vector shift or

thrust magnitude variation.

3. Azlmuth Pointlng Subsystem

_l The azimuth polntln8 system performed as predicted during flight. '

:Y' D,rir.g ascent, the wind shears and maln balloon Inflation produced erratic
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torques to the load bar which caused a maximum oscillation amplitude of

approxlmatelj 2.5 revolutions, peak to peak, at 90,000 ft. altitude. The

i_ zero torque azimuth also varied during this period of time continuing

until drop with an apparently sinusoidal variation. (See Figure VI-28).

The pointing system cold gas thrusters were checked our during ascent

!"

,... by puising at times which wouId reduce the oscilIation amplitude. This
q

: aided the natural damping of the system in reducing the oscillation ampli-

tude such that when float altitude was attined, residual oscillation wasi--b.

'_ the desired +_180 degrees. Ballasting during ascent caused some change in

{;-i the oscillations, however the torsional stiffness of the parachute suspen-

sion, based o_ the period of oscillation, agreed well with the cargo para-

chute torsional test measurements used for design, both before and after

_ ballast dump (Figure VI-29).
,..
;C

7 /"here was not sufficient float time to det£rmine the system damping,

however, the oscillation amplitudes were not l_rge enough fur the pointing<
%

_ system to require damping assistance to reduce the oscillation energy.

%.,
\_ When the requl.:ed drop azimuth had been s_ letted, pointing commands were

given to stop the oscillatlon at the heading, however drift in the zero

_ torque azimuth caused some diff!-.ulty in noldlng the deslred azimuth so the

_ vehicle heading was swung 360 ° _nO -_Id _Esinst the more predictable resis-

tlng torque. This azimuth was approxlma,'..=ly 180 degrees f_om null and the

i_!: torsion was approximately 3.75 ft-lb at dzop, This tcrslon was resisted

_ by the pointing thrusters which produced _p,> oximately 0.63 lb. thrust over

_ a 20 foot moment arm. The pointing pre=,st.,e supply was consumed at 5.5 ,

"_i' PSI per second of Jet on time with a resic_,,1 pressure at drop of 1115 PSI.

_"_ A constant azimuth was maintained for 7 m:_a.,Jtesprior to drop with the last
_ pointing commands terminating 8 seconds ;,_,._fore_rop. The proper azimut_

d#:
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was maintained to within 2 degrees during the time _erlod and the rates

were within 0.5 degrees/_econd.

During the flight, the magnetometer TM data were smooth and continuous.

The control center displays of magnetometer data, both digital and analog,

were adequate for steering the vehicle to the required heading.

4. Ordnance Subsystem

All pyrotechnic and pyromechanical devices performed such that

<

all vehicle functions occurred as programmed. Post-fllght inspection of

: the vehicle revealed that all ordnance functions occurred _ith no damage

to the flight vehicle.

%
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", F. Electrical Subsystem

The electrical power and sequencing systems operated satisfactorily

during the complete mission. All battery voltages and timed events

_, remained within predicted/requlred limits.

Flight batterles we:e activated on 6-25-72 without problems. Battery

voltages were above minimum at launch and as shown in Table VI-3 during this

flight.

Camera batteries operated satisfactorily as evidenced by "on-board"
u

camera operation during flight sequence,

Observation of batteries recovered from the vehicle following recovery

showed a very small amount of electrolyte leakage. All battery voltages

were still within the normal tolerance range. It is noted that the tran-

sient battery had been partially caved in at the electrlca] connector area.

; The actual programmer sequence times are provided in Table VI-I.
L

The vehicle command system operated as required and received the

following commands subsequent to the 08:35:07 launch,

Time Command

15:47 hrs Z Safe (Command System Ck.)

17:20 hrs Z Start Azimuth Pointing (Pointing

Continued intermittently till Just

prior to drop)
'_ 17:31:15.5 hrs Z! Arm Vehicle (Power Programmer cn

I Next Pointing Command)

' 17:37:13;79 hrs Z Vehicle drop
; 17:37:52:33 hrs Z Mortar Fire

G, Instrumentation Subsystem?

The 53 commutated data channals and the 16 continuous data channels
e,

,_', performed without malfunction and provided useable data for each phase of
i

_ the mission. The magnetometers supplied azimuth pointing data durln8 the
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float phase; the rate gyros, accelerometers, and tenslometers indicated

vehicle motion and decelerator loads for the flight phase after drop from the

balloon load bar. The displacement transducers provided data during the

aeroshell separation phase. A temperature profile was acquired by 18 tempera-
L

ture probes and other commutated channels provided information for vehicle

:. performance such as reception of range commands, programmer events, battery

• monitors, and other vehicle system monitors.

Although the instrumentation system performed without malfunction

there were two anomalies which required investigation prior to the flight

_ of the second vehicle.

The first anomaly involves the AGC measurement for the command receivers.

= During flight, the ground transmitter acquired the airborne receivers with

a strong signal which should have caused the control room meters and the

¢

: telemetry data to read full scale, however, the meters and _M data indicated
:f

a loss of AGC voltage. Investigation of this anomaly indicated chat the

I

- ,; ground decommutatcr sensed the airborne signal and reached a saturated

' condition. The ground system is designed such that it provides a zero output

when a saturated condition is sensed. It was also determined that whe_ this

condition existed the Command Reception Indicator Panel indlcat_d a slightly

/ negative AGC voltage. Since this indication had no effect on the misslo_ and _

" vehicle status could be determined, no revisions we,e required for subsequent

i flights, i:

_ The second anomaly involved noise on various telemetry channels. There

was excessive noise on four continuous data channels (IRIG 15 through 18)

and intermittes_ noise spikes on all channels. In Order to determine the

cause of this noise, the following areas were investigated:-- _:
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c

I. Receiver Signal Strength

2. TMTransmltter Deviation

3. SCO Pre-emphasls Schedule

I 4. WSMR Microwave LinkThe results of the above investigation revealed the following:

I. ReceivEr Signal Strength =

The recordings of :ecelver AGC levels for each WSMR receiving
station throughout the flight were examined and the noise spikes were cor-

related with signal drop outs. There were considerably more drop
outs

experienced early in the flight and were attributed tO normal vehicle

rotation and the associated change in antenna look angle. A!so_ the

(
t noise level on the four continuous channels (15-18) was correlated with low

AGC levels. The increased noise in at _as

these channels low AGC levels

attributed to a dip in the SCO pre-emphasis taper and an over deviation of

the "_ transmitter. The SCO pre-emphasis taper and the trsnsmitt,_r devla-

tion will be adjusted to reduce this noise suscepcabi_Ity for subsequent

flights. Also, _he procedure for selecting the t_lemccry receiving _tstion

i baying the best AGC is being re_lewed.

I 2. TMTransmltter Deviation

i It was reported In-flight that the AV-I TM transmltter was devia-
ting above its _ 600 KHz limit s_ approximately 750 KHz and that this could

account for some of the noise problems. Post flight invest_atlon st NASA-

Langley with the recovered A"-_ transmitter and SCO package and at Roswell

on AV-2 and AV-3 vehicles indlcated that the trsnsmltter could have been over

devlatlng. Additional tests conducted at-Langley wlth special test equip-

ment determined Chat optimum performance would be obtained at lower
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deviations (_ 300 KHz) and adjustment of the SCO pre-emphssls schedule.

The s_ecial test equipment(Telemetry Indicator and De-emphasis Amplifier)
/

was shipped to Roswell for adjustment of the other vehicles.

3, SCO P_e-emphasls Schedule

; It was reported during the AV-I flight that there was a dip in

the pre-emphasis taper which could account for the increased noise suscep-

tibility of channels 15 through 18. The Langley tests confirmed that the_=

channels were not properly adjusted and were dropping out before the lower

_ channels. Addlt'onal testa, with the special test equipment, =stabllshed a

I new pre-emphasls schedule to imprcce the slg_,l to noise carlo in the upper

{ SCO channels and to optimize the spectrum utilization. Also, the ampliflca-

_. tion factor of the SCO mixer amplifier was reduced to provide for lass trans-

mitter deviation and a more stable operlt!ng point• Tbase changes were

< verified on AV-3 at Roswell _!th the test equ'?ment sent from Langley•

I _fter verification on AV-3, the adjustments _ere Incorvorated into _-2 and
a speciai CST was run at reduced slgnsl ct_ength to verify system imprsvement

#

,i

t
4. WSMRMicrowave Link

i The video portion of th_ telemetry signal Is transmitted from the

receiving stations to the WSldR Telemetry Deta Cevter (TDC) via a series of

-! microwave d:ta links. The one inch magnetic tapes that were recorded at

stations JIG I0 and JIG 67 were processed at Langley and compared with the

data recorded at TDC. The data quality at _DC was apparently degraded by

the microweve link. Tests are now bei_ conducted at NSMR to determine

what can be done to improve the transmission links to TDC.
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H. R. F. Subsystem

The S-Band Telemetry, C-Bend Tracking and the Cor_and Control _ sub-

system performed withan specification requirements throughout the mission.

'_ Signai acquisition for all frequencies occurred within 30 minutes of balloon

launch,

Evaluation of the :Flight data indicates that the signal levels for the<

tracking and command sy_tems were at or near saturation throughout the flight.

The S-Band TM strength was considerably lower, howev_-_ useable telemetry

L data was obtained for each ph:_e of the m_sion, The telemetry AGC records

_ show signal strength variation as the vehicle rotated and swept the antenna

pattern nulls past the various ground receiving stations, This modulstlo_

caused some dropouts in the telemetered iota, but not to the extent of

invalidating the data. _ne only RF anomaly occured during the pre-flight

, checkout of the command stations, when the C-stat£o_ transmitter "A" sent

_ dual tones I and ii when only tone I should have been triggered and tones

, 2 and 12 when keying ton_ 2. No explpnptjon for thl_ was available, so the

test conducted specified that C-Station Utillze transmitter "B" for the

mission.

?

,i
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I. TSE/OSE

The Test Support Equipment and Operational Support'Equipment performed

within the design requirements for this equipment.

The OSE Command Reception Indicator Panel located at the WSNR Contrcl

' center indicated many false command tones and cor0m.andsduring the e_rly

:, portion of the float phase. _ese were not faults In the CRIP but rathPr

TM dropouts at the WSMR receivers which drove the CRIP to false indications,

,.: J. Mass Properties

The BLDT vehicle mass property requirements, at decelerator mortar fired

A"

were established based on the Viking Lander Capsule, to be as follows:

Vehicle Weight - 1888 _ iz_

!. Y Axis cg Location - 0 0ffsct

Z Axis cg Location - -1.41 + 0.030"

X Axis cg Location 31.7" to 33.7"

_" In order to fulfill the Y and Z axis cg location requirement, the AV-I
<

:!, vehicle was subject to a spin balance operation at Sandla Corporation
M

: Lcboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico. During this operation, lead balance

i__ weights were fastened _o the vehicle to precisely locate the vehicle cg

with r_spect to the ¥ and Z axis.

The AV-I vehicle mass properties are summarized in Table VI-4.

7
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TABLE V I-1

BLDT AV-I ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES

EAST- NOR_{-
WEST SOUTH SPEED

,_ ALTITUDE WIND WIND OF SOUND DENS£TY

_ (5000 FT) (FT/SEC) (FT/SEC) (FT/SEC) (SLUGS/FT 2)
1. -3. O. l_qq. .1_599-o2

" 2. -3. 1. 111_. .167_Z-02
3. -8. -5. 1091. .lq530-02

" q. -1. 9. 1072. .12_q6-02
5. &o -q. 1052. .IOGIO-D2
G. 11. -Z. 1D3O. .90189-03
To 33. -13. 1005. . 75199-03
8. 35. -26. 980. .G3819-03

LL

9- 2- -q8. 962. .52099-03
10o -59. -7. 9qOo ._2T08-05
11o -33° -1Go 935, .331355-03
12- -19- -q. 938, ,25710-05
13- -56. -8. 95q. .19329-03
lq. -51- -i. 973. =IqGl1-05

• 15. -qg. q. 975. .115_6-05
_' IG. -51. 18. 977. .30qZz-oq

17. -57, -12. 983. .70898--0q
_- 18. -T7. 2. 993. .557_2.2-0q

19. -68, _. 997, .q3712-gq
20- -81. Go 1001= .3_G77-Oq

!_ 21- -97. 21. 1011. .2TZeO-Oq

i! 22. -gG. 8. 1022. .2_-Oq
23. -85, -5. 1(I]30. .17157-0q
2q- -110. -3. 1037. .13736-0q
25, -127. 11- loqT- .1098_-0q
ZG- -105. 12. 1085. .S8588-05
27. -XI&. 2. 1058. .71959-Q5
28- -15q. -8. 1058. .69096-05
29- -171. _, 106_. .qT88_-05
3G. -185. 5_- _Q71° .389q6-05

: 51- -208. qg. 1_77. _317q3-05
32, -19G. 6q, 1016. .ZEZST-O5

!i!'
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/

,_:. TABLE VX-2 STATE VECTC" DATA

,_ BLDT AV-1

N_

C_

_5
_ DROP MORTAR FIRE FULL OPEN

_ Time (t) - sec 00. 38.3 40.0

i_ Altitude (h) - ft 120530. 142025. 142729.
:_ Velocity (V) - 2c/sec ._ _._.,_I,. 2197.

_. Gamma (r) - deg. -- IO.9 9.7

!i. Ps_<_- d.g 13. 23.9 23.9
_ Theta (O) - deg. 52. -17.3 .5

_:: _ch .o. (_) -- 2.182 2.070
_i Dynamic Pressure (q) - Ib/ft2 - 14.6 17_8
L

Angle of Attack ((_) - deg. -- -7.0 8.8

_ Side_Iip ( ) - deg. -- -1.3 5.0

I Total Angle of Attack (ri) - deg. -- 7.1 10.11

_ Spln (p) - deg/sec. -- 2.6 26.

a

L

i

t •

¢ . -_:

'_
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions reached from the in-depth analysis of the AV-! mission

data and films and _'st-flight inspection of the flight hardware are as

follows:

A. The flight vehicle suffered structural damage due to forces imposed

during the balloon/vehicle launch process which resulted in the loss of

the structural integrity of the interface between the load bar support

structure and the flight vehicle and change to the flight vehicle drop

attitude.

B. The revised vehicle drop attitude coupled with a low balloon float

altitude was responsible for the vehicle altitude at mortar fire being

lower than was required for the mortar fire ground command to be

issued within the specified Mach number/dynamic pressure performance box.

C. l%e decelerator mortar fire command was issued by the airborne pro-

grammer which timed out while the dynamic pressure was 24% in excess of

the nominal test requirement.

D. The excessive dy_amic pressure test condition was cause for declarln_

the flight of vehicle AV-I a "no test" for the qualification of the Viking

Decelerator System since two gores of the parachute failed during the para-
i

' chute inflation process.
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E. Despite the parachute canL.y damage, the decelerator system performed

within _r_.le requirements for a successful Mars landin_ and the missicn pro-

duced much useful data concerning the decelerator and flight vehicle per-

formance. Except for dynamic pressure, the flight vehicle performance pro-

vided the proper quallfication test conditions as follows:

Angle of Attack at mortar fire _<< 17°

Residual Spin Rate __<100°/see

Parachute Temperature at bI.F. __80°F

[. The aeroshell separation time-distance history was more than adequate

to meet the requirement of 50 feet of separation in 3 seconds.
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B. Abbreviations

A/B Airborne

ACC Automatic Gain Control

A/S Aeroshell

AV BLDT Flight Vehicle Designator

BLDT Balloon Lsunched Decelerator Test

Cg Center of Grav£ty

CST Combined System Test

DGB D_sk-Gap-Band

GAG Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

g's Gravitational acceleratloa - 32.2 FPS2

IRIG inter Range Instrumentation Group

K I000

KHz Kilohertz

LADT Low Altitude Drop Test

MMC Martin Marietta Corporation

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

P Roll Rate

PSF Pounds per Square Foot

PSI Pounds per Square Inch

PEPP Planetary Entry Parachute Program

q Dynamic Pressure

0 Pitch Rate

R Yaw Rate

RAOB Radiosonde Observations

RF Radio Frequc_,cy

RMSS Rocket Motor Support Structure
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s Aerodynamic Reference Area

SCO Subcarrier Oscillation

S/N Serial Number

T Time

TDC Telemetry Data Center

TM Telemetry

VLC Viking Lander Capsule

V Time Rate of Change of _elocity

WSMR White Sands Missile Range

X,Y,Z BLDT Vehicle Axis Designators

Z,Zuler Greenwich Mean Time

m
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF BALLOON LAUNCHED DECELERATOR TEST VEIIICLE

The BLDT Vehicle utilized for the high altitude qualification tests of

the Viking Mars Lander Decelerator consisted of six (6) major subsystems

which were:

o Structural Subsystem

o Electrical Subsystem

o Instrumentation Subsystem

o R. F. Subsystem

o Propulsion/Pyrotechnic Subsystem
l

o Thermal Control Subsystem

7 The BLDT vehicles are designed to be flown as supersonic, transonic

_, and free fall vehicles in order to simulate the various antlclpated Mars

:' entry conditions for decelerator deployment.

A. Structural Subssystem

The vehicle structural configuration provides an external envelope

which simulates the V!k$.ng Lander Capsule in order to qualify the Decelera-

tor in the wake of a blunt body similar to the actual Mars VLC. The

general configuration of the BLDT vehicle is shown in Figures A-I through

¢

A-7.

At the initiation of the BLDT vehicle design, the test bed was to

match the Mars VLC Cg and ,Lass properties at decelerator deploy command.

_' insofar as practical. The requirement was for the BLDT vehicle to have a

, weight of 1888 pounds with a Cg offset of 1.41 inches in the -Z alrectlon

at the time of decelerator mortar fire comnand. The final mass properties
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for each vehicle, included in the individual reports, indicates the revi-

sions which were made to the mass properties subsequent to the BLDT

: vehicle design.

The structural subsystem consisted of six (6) ma_or components as

• follows:

_ i. Rocket Motor Support Structure

The rocket motor support structure is a cylindrical component,

approximately 64 inches in diameter, which provides the major vehicle
\

_ internal longitudinal support structure as well as providing the _otor

mounts for the supersonic and transonic vehicles.

2. Instrument Beam

,_ The instrument beam is a structural beam which was tied to the

forward surface of the RMSS and ran symmetrically along the Y, -Y a_i_.

; It _iso contained an aft facing pylon to mount the _ccelerometers and

r_te gyros at or near the vehicle longitudinal Cg.

3. Base Cover

The base cover is a lightweight external shell providing an a_t

configuration similar to the Mars VLC.
i

4, Decelerator Support Structure

The decelerator support structure is a three leg structure,

similar to the Mars VLC decelerator support structure, with a cylindrl-

cal center seetlon for mounting of the decelerator cannister parallel to

the BLDT longitudinal centerline. The decelerator support structure assem-

.!_ bled Into the base cover to provide an intermediate assembly,
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5. Aeroshel]

The Aeroshell which Is the forward surface o5 the vehicle pro-

vides a conical blunt aerodynamic surface approximately il.5 feet in dia-

meter with a 140 ° included angle. The aeroshe!l provides a forward con-

figuration similar to the Mars VLC°

6. Load Bar Support Structure

_le load bar support structure Is a tubular structural member

which provides the interface with the Air Force Cambridge Researc_i Labora-

tory (balloon) load bar as well as p_ovldlng the correct hanging pitch

attitude.

B. Electrical Subsystem

The electrical subsystem provides the flight power, cabling ard

switching/sequenclng devices required to properly sequence and actlvate

the various functions. The electrical subsystem is shown schematically

in Figure A-8.

The v_hlcle is powered by five (5) silver zinc batteries as follows:

]. Main Batter I - 60 AH - MMC P/W PD94S0026

Provides power for telemetry, command system A and A/B h_aters.

2. Transient Batter E - 16 AH Engle Pitcher M_del &332

Provides power for tlm_tg correlator, C-band transponder _nd

command system B.

3. Pyro Battery A - 1.0 AH - ESB Model 392

Provides power to all pyr_ A circuit ordnance devices and sir-

borne programmer A.
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4. pyro Battery B - 1.0 AH - ESB Model 392

Provides power to all Pyro B circuit ordnance devices and air-

borzzeprogrammer B.

5. Camera Battery - 1.0 AH - ESB Model 393 (Similar to model 392

except tapped at 9 cells and 18 cells).

Provide _13 volts power to onboard high speed cameras.

The electrical subsystem provides completely redundant airborne -

sequencing progr_n_r,ers and completely redundant pyrotechnic circulcs.

In addition, the electrical subsystem provides all power switching

relays, motor driven switches, power limiting resistors and airborne heaters.

C. Instrumentation Subsystem

The BLDT Instrumentation subsystem provides for the real tJme measure-

ment and conditioning of the parameters listed in Table A-I and provides

t_ming correlation for the real time m_asurements and airborne camera. The

instrumentation subsystem utilizes a PAM/FM/FM configuration as shown sche-

matically in Figure A.-9.

Additionally, the instrumentation subsystem provides the following

photographic coverage:

I. Aft Lookin_ Photosonic_

Approximately 450 frames/second to record the decelerator

deplo>_nent sequence.

2. Aft LooklnE Mi!llken

Sixty-four frames/second to record the decelerator deployment

sequence.
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3. Forward Looking Millikan

Thlrty-two frames/second to record the Aeroshe_l separation

sequence and obtain a time/dlstance history.

D. R, F. Subsystem

_e R. F. Subsystem consists of the TM transmitter, the C-Band trans-

ponder and the redundant command receiver/decoders with all of the required

antenna systems. _

i. _ Transmitter

The telemetry transmitter provides for the FM transmission of the

composite FM data from the Instrumentation Subsystem mixer amplifier. The

transmitter provides 5 watts power output in the S-Band (2285.5 MH)
m

range. The TM transmitte and antenna system is shown schematically in

Figure A-IO.

2. C-Band Tracking Transp_qnder

_le GFE tracking transponder was provided by White Sands Missile

Range aud is compatible with tracklng radar AN/FPS-16 utilized at WSMR.

The transponder and antenna system is shown schemat_cally in Figure A-IO,

3. Command Receiver/Decoder

The vehicle co_aud system, includlng antenna, multlcoupler,

receivers and decoders, is shown schematically in Figure A-If

The redundant receiver/decoders operate on an assigned frequency of

541MH z and provide a 28 volt nominal decoder output for command inputs

with seven command tones selected from IRIG-103-61 cha_nels I through 20.
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The system coding is such that triple tone ground c_-==ands zesult in

the following airborne functions:

Function Commands

Prlmar Z Bac_ Redundant

Release frcm load bar X X

Mortar Fire X X

Arm Ordnance Bus X X

Safe Ordnance Bus X X

Turn _ on X

Turn RF off X

Pointing, Clockwise X X

Pointing, Counterclockwise X X

E. Pr_ulslon/Pyrotechulc Subsystem

The propulsion/pyrotechnlc subsystem consists of the solid rocket

motors required on the supersonic and transonic vehicles, the azimuth

pointing system required on the supersonic and transonic vehicles and the

pyrotechnic devices required on all three configurations.

I%e main propulsfc.n assembly consists of a set of Rocke=dyne RS-B-

535 solid propellant r_cket motors e_ch having the following characteristics:

_ominal 3 _Variatio _

Total Impulse, Ibf-sec Classified 0.6Z

_urn _ime Avg_ iarust, Ibf Classified 1.9%

No_zle Cant Angle, dog 35 0.i

_rust Vec=or Alignment, deg#r* 0.2

Ignition Interval, msec 49 +27, -I?

Burn Time, sec Classlfleu 1.8%

Loaded Weight, ibm 461.2 0.25***

Burnout Weight, Ibm 91.7 3.7***"4

! ' I
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The supersonic configuration vehicles are provided with £ of the

above motors with the transonic vehicle containing 2.

The spin/despfn system is required to reduce trajectory dispersions

during booster burn and despin after burnout. Spin Motors having the

following characteristics are used:

Nominal* 3 G Variation

Total Impulse, Ibf-sec 76.5 3.07.

Burn Time Avg. Thrust, Ibf 86.2 8.0%

Ignition Interval, mse¢ I0.0 +i0.0, -5.0

Burn Time, sec 0.87 +II.0%

Loaded Weight, Ibm 1.2 0. I

Burnout Weight, Ibm 0.9 0.I

* Vacuum Cond_tlons, 70°F

** Alignment with respect to nozzle geometric centerllne.

Actual, weighing tolerance.
**** Variation from predicted value.

The supersonic and tran_onlc vehicles utilized 6 each of the above motors

for spin-up and 4 each of the above for despln.

Other pyromechanlcal and pyrotechnic functions included in the

vehicle are:

Function Sy=2_ersontc Transonic Subsonic

Ae_o_hell Sep. Nut_ 3 3 3

Load Bar Release Nuts 0 0 3

Tension Rod Separator i 1 0

Cable Cutter8 L 2 0

Dece!e_ator Mortar* i i I

* Part of Decelerator System
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-_ Also included tn the propulsion _ubsystem is an azimutb pointt_ 8

system which is _sed to orient the supersonic and tra.:sonic vehicle

-, azimuth at drop in order to assure impact within the White Saris

r

Missile Range in the event of a complete decelerator failure.
7"

_: The pointing system is comprised of s _aseous nitrogen thruster syseem

located on the balloon load bar. ..,esystem provides paired clockwise or

_ counterclockwise rotational moments in response to ground comm_nds. The

_/ azimuth pointing system is shown schematically in Figure A-12.
.i

C,

F. Thermal Control Subsystem

:_ 'l_ethermal controJ subsystem consists of those passive and active

_ components required to malnt_In vehicl_ components within t,,erequired

_, temperature levels. These components were generally:

i. Internal and external blankets,
f

2. AcEive heaters,

i 3. Base cover ablative ma_erlal.

,:t

i i/
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APPENDIX B

A. Descript,ion of BLD_ System Mission

I. Purpose of the System

The BLDT System is designed to subject the Viking Decelerator

System to Qualification Test Requirements at simulated Mars Entry atmos-

pheric conditions.

2, System Requirements

The Viking Decelerator System earth atmospheric test conditions

which result from consideration nf the variation in p£obable Mars atmos-

pheres are:

Supersonic Supersonic Trsnsonie Subsonic
Case i Case 2 Case Case

Pesk Load Mach No. 2.17 + 0.17 2.06 + 0.16 1.15 + 0.!0 0o_6 + 0.03

Peak Load Dyn. Press. 10.09 *-0.57 9.39 + e.55 4.52 + 0.30 6.46 + 0.80
(PSF)

Angle of Attack at I17 _7 _20 -_17
M/F (Degrees)

The desiBn of the BLDT test bod is constrai_ed by the Viking Lander Cap-

sule design to the following.

• o Vehicle weight at mortar fire - 1888 pounds.

o Cg offset in minu8 Z direction - 1.41 i_.ches.

o Vehicle external envelope slmil_r to VLC (See Appendix A)

o Decelerator Temperature at mortar fire ,- 80°F
£

i

)',

I

...... I III .... _' .' 'I ................ J" ...........

....... • ................ -........................ ........... J.. '° _ ,, _, ,_, , . ,, ,_, ,
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R. System Deseri_[ion

k_e BLDT System design which evolved from the above test require-

ments provides for a large volume, high lift balloon system capable of

floating the BLDT Vehicles at altitudes from _hich the test conditions
f

can be achieved with cedu_ed or no propulsion capability. The predicted

test altitudes and balloon lift capability involved in the system design

"i
are:

_' Supersonic Supersonic Transonic Subsonic
Case I Case 2 Case Case

* Balloon Float 119,000 1].9,000 ].20,500 92,000

Altitude (FT)

* Decelerator Mortar 1.47,800 i&8,600 137_500 89,300

Fire Aft. (FT)
v

BLDT Vehicle 3,550 3,550 2,800 2,050

Launch Weight (LBS)

The system concept provides for the launch of the balloon/fllght

vehicle system from the Roswell Industrial Air Center, Roswell, New

Mexico with the system ascending to float altitude during the approxi-

mately I00 mile westward flight to the White Sands Missile Range. Once

over the range, the flight vehicle is released from the balloon load

bar to complete its flight sequence.

For the powered flight tests, the vehicle concept provides for spin

rotation of the vehicle prior to solid cocket motor boost to minimize

thrust dispersiot_ effects. Following the boost phase, the vehicle is

de__pun _nd allowed to coast to the correct dynamic pressure condition.
J

For the subsonic case, the vehic]e is released from the load bar and

7_
,_ allowed to free fall until the correct velocity is attained.

y_

',i'i_ * USS62 Pressure Altitude

J

_i* J I
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At [he Whi_e Sands Missile Range, a ground computer system is pro-

grammed to receive tracking data which when integrated with predicted

meteorological parameters provides the intelligence for the computer to

issue a mortar fire command at the required test dynamic pressure for

, the powered flights, For the non-powered flight, the computer issues a

timed mortar fire command following a delay for the correct velocity

test conditions to be attained. In both powered and non-powered flights

the vehicle incorporates an on-board program¢_er which provides a backup _

mortar fire command. Figure B-I and B-2 depicted a typical powered and

non-powered flight.

The system design includes all of th_ handling, checkout and control

?
_, equipment necessary for prelaunch checkout, flight control and recovery

of the system components.

_ 4. O_tions Description.
,<

i' A typicel sequence flow of the mission operations from assembly

J

;; and checkout at Roswell, New Mexico through vehicle flight and recovery

/,

at WSMR, is shown in Figure B-3. Each of the sequence events i_ described

belcw:

a. BLDT Vehicle Assembly and Checkout - This phase of the

_, mis_.lon operation encompasses the assembly and checkout of the various

_ystem components. The BLDI' vehicle, while connected to ground electri-

l cal power and in partially assembled condition, is subjected to subsystem

_' and combined s)stem testing in a close loop and open loop mode. The

i:. vehicle is then sssembled tncludln_ airborne batteries and subjected to

2:

_'_:- e full fltl_ht ,r_adt_e_s test on airborne power and in an open loop mode.
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J

i While the flight vehicle is undergoing checkout and _ssembly, the balloon

- --_ system is al_o being partially assembled and subjected to flight readiness
g.

testing. These checkout and assembly events were performed at the Roswell

Irduscrial Air Center.
\-

_ Coincident With the cherkout of the flight system, the Brocnd control

= i- _ _ systemassu£ingatthat:the.White Sands _s_ile Range is readied for the mission by

_ I)_ Yhe flight TH data is routed to the correct terminal_ data stations,

2) _ne ground command system is capable of transmitting

: __ acceptable cjmmands.
f
_ 3) The com_Junications links are correctly activated.
.f

g 4) The command station personnel are prepared to accept

* _ vehicle control.

b BLDT-Vehicle/Balloon Integration - _aen the prerequisite

_ flight vehicle balloon system and USMRControl Center checkou_ are com-

a
plated _nd t emeteorological conStraJats at the launch site and W_MR

i (Launch wands, float winds, local weather, etc.) are satisfactory, the

fllght vehicle and balloon systems are moved from the checkout hanger

; to the laun_h-Kun,-ay where system integration and final checkout I_ made.

-': The-fl£ght vehlcle._s connected to ground power and final subsystem _

testlng-is complete _ toassuze all subsystems are functionlng. Th_

_.= ._ vehicle ordnance 18 e!ec_ically connected and the vehicle access panels

:_ - are Snstatled. In thls time period the laanch baltoon and float balloon .:
• j

_. _re layed-out and integrated wlth the .fllght vehlcte, the: abort recovery

cargo _hut_s, the b_iLJon winch and the launch, cra:e,: ./
/

:!
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_nen the system integration is completed, the launch stand is removed

_ from the flight vehicle leaving the flight vehicle suspended from thc

_. balloon load bar which in turn is suspended from the launch crane. Also,

the launch balloon is filled with a precisely metered quantity of helium.

,_ c. System Launch Following the integration of the flight

;i vehicle and balloon into the BLDT system, the system is ready for launch.

The launch process begins with a ground winching operation in which

\

the launch balloon is permitted to rise and which upon rising takes the

; float balloon (uninflated) and the cargo abort chutes from a horizontal

?
_. attitude to a vertical attitude abo_e the launch crane. Once the system

is in the vertical attitude, the winch cable is separated from tileballoon

system througI_ the use of an ordnance device. At this polntl the two
/

;" balloons with the abort cargo chutes are floating above and tethered to

_' the launch crane with the balloon load bar and flight vehicle suspended

?

from the crane beneath the tethered balloon. At this point, the total

i s_stem for a powered flight extend from ground level to approximately

I000 feet above ground level (800 feet for a non-powered flight).

i With all of the preceedtng operations complete, it only remains to

release the flight system from the launch crane. To do this, the launch

Crane _s driven down wind at _ velocity necessary to position the crane

I approximately under the balloon at _hich point the crane release device

" } Is actuated and the balloon floats f_ee of the ground system takln_ ,_ith

.!
_ it the balloon load bar and flight vehicle.

. _ d,: Ascent and Float Phase -.During the ascent and float phase,

I the balloon system, floating freely, responds to the wind directions and i

-i " velocities encountered as it ascends ro the deelgn float altitude.
-Oenerally, once clear of low altitude wind Influence, the balloons float

., _ in • westerly dlrectl.o_ intersecting the _WSMR at. about told-range.
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As the system ascends, the helium which was loaded in Lhe launch

'" balloon is forced down into the float balloon which slowly inflates the

;i float balloon and causes the system to ascend. This process continues

J= until the float balloon becomes fully inflated at which point no further
7'

= lift can be obtained. The balloon ascent to float altitude is rapid

_f enough to arrive at the flo_t altitude prior to intersecting the WSMR.

e The balloon ascent and direction is somewhat controllable through

k_

the use of ballast dumping operations to control floating altitude and
f_

rise rates in order to take advantage of winds at the upper levels.

The control of the balloon during the ascent and f!e_t phase is from

the Axr Force Cambridge Research Laboratory control center at Hollaman

_; Air _orce Bose. _lamagordo, New Mexico.

When the ascending system passes _hrough approximately 30 K feet,

__ the WSMR tracking radar, command networks and TM receiving stations are

able to acquire the flight vehicle and start checkout. Part of the float

checkout assures operation of the command nets by sending commands which

do not change vehicle configuration (i.e. safe ordnance clrcult_, turn

_i R.F. on, etc.) and verifying receipt of the commands through flight vehi-

ii_ cle TM data being received at the control center.

e. Vehicle Release from Load Bar - Once the BLDT system reaches

_ the proper float altltude and intersects the range, the vehicle ordnance

circuits are _rmed, the vehicle flight azimuth is attained using a cold

gas pointing system _nd the vehicle release from the load bar is commanded.

All of these functions occur a_ a result of ground commands issued by

the flight vehicle control crew at _SHR.

f. Vehicle Flight - The vehicle flight events are a function

o_ the type o£ mission being flown. Table B-1 presents a sequence of

e,
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events and event times for the Supersonic, Transonic arid Subsonic missions.

A!l of the event times in Table B-1 are times from release of the flight

vehicle from the balloon load bar with the exception of the ground mortar
v

i', fire command for the powered flights. 13,is command is time variable

and is issued by the ground computer during the vehicle coast following

despin when the vehicle achieves _.he correct dynamic pressure.

: For the powered flights following release of the vehicle from the

load bar, the vehicle is under contrei of the redundant airborne pro-

a gra_ers with the exception of the issuance of the decelerator mortar

i'
,' fire. The vehicle functions provide a flight profile as shown in Figures

_ B-1 and B-2.

During the vehicle powered flights, the vehicle is tracked by the

; WSMR tracking devices to provide the ground computer with the intelle-
t

_: gence for issuing the mortar fire command. For all flights, tracking

_: devices provide data for post fIight analysis and _o support vehiclet"

recovery operations.

i For the non-powered, free fall mission, the vehicle functlons are

_ commanded by the on-board redundant programmers except for the mortar fire>

'! _hich is issued as a timed output from the ground computer.

i g. Rec_.overy Operations - During this ph_ ,f the mission, all

of the system components are locate 4 and moved to WSMR facilities for post

! flight inspection. Also during this phase the various system cameras

i are reco" _red and the film processed for post flight analysis.

i

I
!

!'
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_ _E_IX C

GAC Post Test Failure Analysis

Excerpts from Reference: GAC Report RSE-20726-22, July 26, 1972

This report is the primary post test analysis and reports the combined

efforts and concurrence of MMC and GAC personnel.

I. INTRODUCTION

The post test analysis of the decelerator system from the AV-I vehl-

, cle was conducted to determine the damage, eausep and effects of same. The

analysis consisted of review of telemetry data, on-board films, M_4Cfilm

and data reductlcn, a visual examination of the test -.rticle, physical

testing of the chute material and review of manufacturing specimens made

at the time of the parachute assembly.

_, _4C film and data reduction was reviewed and concurred with by ana!y-

_. sis of the films themselves. (Reference MMC IDC 8943-72-]58).

_ The flight profile as reported was approximately on target for Maeh

! number with a lower altitude and associated higher q. The load traces and
:C

_' accelerometer data exhiklted nothing unexpected ex<,epr,that peak load

occurred approximately 0.2 seconds l_ter than anticipated and the peak

_,_ load w_s a little less then antic._pated (500-1000 pounds less) ba,_edon

_ the actual gent point.

_f
Overall parachute performance was acceptable with _he structural inte-

grity of the p_rschu_e maintained wl_h the descent rate acceptable and

_, even somewhat better than anticipated.

#I

11 I I
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_,,= ,_=_ atoL w_ _xau,_:_u and the following anomalies

existed on the parachute with pone noted on the mortar, bridle, the;real

protective components or swivel: See Parachute Defects Plot, attachment

i of this report.

1. Smudges (see defects plot)

2, Deployment bag missing

3, Retention pins missing

4. Pierced holes (see defects plot)

5. Min-K buffer abraided

6, Gore length damage isee defects plot)

7, Small damage areas (see defects plot)

8, Broken vent tape reinforcement (see defects plot)

9, Local tears at vent band (see defects plot),

A. Incidental Anomalies

l_ne following is an analysis of the first five items.

i The smudges all occurred in an area of the band and are presumed

to be residue from products of combustion of the mortar. The areas of

.: the smudge exhibited no evidence of havlug seen excessive heat either by

visual or feel. Aleas of smudge varied from dime size to h_if dollar.

The Nomex deployment bag is porous and is expected to pass some residue

i
without damage to the parachute. The Nomex p_per previously wrapped

i: around the deplo)_ment bag in LADT tests was not used because of the

absence of the funneling effect typical of the LADT test vehicle, and

_ao show, to be unnecesslry in this test by virtue of the very minimal

passage of residue. Residue on the bridle leg. and noted on the bag in

_ the film verlfy the source of the smudge.
f

<
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The missing deployment bag was not totally unexpected since no

attempt had been made to structurally protect it from the supersonic

buzzing effects of the deployment. The bag was seen to disappear aDproxl-

mately 2.88 seconds after mortar fire which was well after peak load and

indicated the attachment of the bag to the chute was adequate to maintain

integrity through the initial chute filling stages which is all that is

required.

The abraised Hin-K buffer is associated with the missing deployment --

bag. The attachment of this to the cLute is as follows:

Reinforcement _---- Retention Cords
Web \

_-- Center Plug _ _%-- Edge

Vent 'rape -_ i

- Keeper

,__ "
Deployment Bag

i,
.:r
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The burrer was severely abraided leaving the edge reinforcement held

to the reinforcement web on the buffer with the quartz threads that make

the buffer sandwich. The retention cords holding the buffer to the chute

were ell intact. The abrasion of the buffer is as expected in the super-

sonic environment and happens well after the purpose of the buffer has

_ been served; that is to act as a buffer between the pack restraint straps

and the pack and as eddlti_nal thermal protection.

Two areas exhibited miniscule punctures of approximately less than

pencil point size. These are attributable to ground damage.

_ The suspension llne locking vlns (see Section D-D drawing 3064110-100,

_ sheet 2) were missing, The Iockln_ pins are located approxlmetely eight

feet fr_ the swivel. Both pins were missing and in one case the -7 tie

llne was attached to the zoop on the suspension line and in the other the

tle-llne was also missing. The tle-llne that was left appeared to be

_ _ untied at the plnrather than broken and the l_ss of the pins is attributed

to high speed shipping of the pin and attachment. The pins were sstlsfsv-

torily pulled as evidenced by the fact that there was no damage to the band

area which would have been in evidence if the pins had not pulled properly

and the band been forced to be drawn through the loop formed by the reten-

tion cords and unpulled pins. Pins have previously been lost on LADT

tests with no damage in evldence.

B, Areas of Damage

_ There are three distinct areas of damage in the disk (reference the

I da_ge chart herein) and Item 6, 7, 8 of page 7.
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i. Two m_Jor gore length tear._in gores number 36 and 38 _ith loss

of cloth in psneis C and D in both gores.

2. l,leach of four gores (numbers 14, 15, i6 and 18) the"e are

local tears from three inches to 18 inches in length that are parallel

to each other. They are located at approximately the same areas in the

gore, i.e., mid-gore and three tears at the same locals in panel C wleh

the fourth tear in panel D. l%.ere are two significant observations con-

cerning these tears.

a. They are not adjacent i'opanel or to gore seams.

• b. There is evidence of abrasion adjacent to the tears In

gores 14, 16 and 18 as manifested by surface roughness and

local areas having the loss of one set of woven threads

but not the other.

3. Seven r,dial tapes to circumferenti_l vent band connection_;

(gore numbers 39 through 45) had failed by te_isile failure of the sewing

thrcads connecting the tape and webbing followed by abrsslon failure of

the doubler tapes at these Joints. The radial tapes and vent band remained

intact. The cloth failed adjacent to the vent tape as a result of the

_ above joint failures.

_k

_ Study of the physical damage, the two on-board high speed camera

I! £ilms, the packing procedure of GER-15133, Revision B along with con-

_ slderations of the tenslom_ter traces has lead to the following_ "most

_i probable" failure hypothesis:

_. Immediate subsequent to emergence of the disk sEirt from thedeploymer_t bag, abraalon damage was _nduced in panels C and/or D

_' of gores 36 and 38 as well as in these s_me panels of _ores 14,

el .
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15216 and 18. The resulting src_ngth reduction _ these cloth

areas facilitated the origins of subsequent unsTmmetrical pressure

stress failures as the di_V inflated. The inflation of the disk

started early, i.e., before all of tiled_sk had emerged from the

bag. The disk also filled unsymmetrlc_!!y so that the gore num-

bers 36 and 38 regions were subjected to higher pressures than

_ were the gores !4 through 18 regions that were l_st to inflate.

For this reason, it is believed that th_ energy of tear propoga-

tion was much higher in gores 36 and 38 than in gores 14, 15, 16,

_ and 18. In fact, the former two tears propogated both directions,
(

i.e., towards the vent as well as the skirt throughout the entire

gore length. The seven radial to vent band Juncture failures

occurred last as a result of the unsymmetr_zal pressure loading

_ on gores 39, 40, etc. that transferred circumferential membrane

forces to radial tape number 39. This tape was a free edge

_ because of the full gore tear. The tension in thi_ tape sub-

il
:_ Jected its terminal Joints located at skirt end vent bands to

:_ "kick" loads of sufficient magnitude to fall the vent band Joint,

_ e.g., per design, this joint is of lesser strength than is the

!i radial tape to skirt band Juncture Subsequent to failure of the

number 39 Joint, the 40 through 45 numbered Joints failed progres-

slvely due to load transfer.

The above failure h_pothes_s is based upon the following listed cbserva-

tlcns:

i i. On-Boaro HiKh Speed Films

I Event frame numbez_ _nd corresponding times from mortar f_

_ were successfully correlated between the _wo cameras and the load ,,r_r_ .
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_es= data are documented it. MIIC IDC 8943-72-155,

a. On the whole, the suspension system appears rather lightly

loaded from mortar fire until full open.

b. All suspenslon lines appear to have tension whe_ th,

leading edge of tile disk emerges from the bag. P:-lor to

.: this they have little load. Subsequent to this time, the

': lines are very slack and flail about considerably as the

canopy Inf]ates in a very u_ymmetrlesl mode.

f

¢. The mouth of the disk starts to inflate while a large

amount of disk is still packed in the bag. The appearance

here i_ that of an inflatlng "cone" with its base at the

disk edge with a definite amount of unlnflated disk out

of the bag and a majority still packed, see Figure C-I,

': d. During the period from mortar fire until bag strip, the path

of the suspension lines and the chute describes a curve due
,g

_' to the angle of attack of the vehicle, i.e., the system is

ejected at an angle to the alrstream. Due to the s!ack

lines and because of infl_tion prior to bag strip, the

[

: total distance that the bag traveled rearwards along this

curved path was less th_u intended and less than in _ny

_! other prior Viking flight test. Rearward movement along

_ this curved path yields t'he _ppearance in _he motion pic-
>

tures of the bag traversing from right to le.ft, S,,bsequ_at
i,

to bag s_rlp, the apparent motion of the bag is from left

_ to right that indicates the bag has stopped with relation

!_' to the vehicle and that it is being pulled forward, by the

_. vehicle and by the Inflating chute, along the approximate

,'_._' c_rved path of deployment.
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e. A_ the bag reverses direction and apparently moves from =

. left to rlght, the disk is Inflating. At approximately

%
: 1/30 of a second after tilebag disappears behind the Infla-

ting disk, the major gore tears begin to come Intr vlew.

: These are located on the canopy side that fills firs"

_ and _s most rear_,ard in the field of view so that the
i
t

nearer canopy regions m:st subsequently,unfurl and Inflate

s

in rrder to bring the far side into view. First evidence -

of the above major tear is seen at one o'clock, on the

film whereas the apparent left to right movement of the

? bag is horizontal o,, the film and, the attached bag is

never observed on the right of the canopy apex or has the

bag had sufficient time to travel t_ the vicinity of the

tear. :lance, impact of the bag upon the canopy lisk is

_ considered Inprobable.

f. The 18 inch tear in gore number 15 can be obse_Ped on the
• film. Although it is first seen after full canopy inflations

it is believed to have Initiated earlier.
i :

_le following significant Obs_.r_ations support 1) the location i

i of failure initiation and_ 2) _he type of failure. Location:- i

i a, Both tears along radials number 37 end 39 were *movi-ng

1 tower,s the'year as they c_os_ed the A to B panel _eams. :

t If they had boen traveling in the opposite direction, the ,

"t te ,rs would _heve most likely followed the gore and/or-the

panel _emas; this was-not the caae. The tears followed only

_he gore sea_s with no damase parallel _o _he A , .,I B panel

" - -_ eaae_. -' ]

1,
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b. _ne tears along radial numbers 37 and 39 were very clean in

both panels A and B which indicates a progressing (or rapidly

travellng) tear parallel to theseam as opposed to a pure

tensile failure normal to the seam.

= c. The tear along radial 36 was moving towards the skirt in the

D panel, since,

I) Both parent disk cloth and cloth reinforcement were

cleanly torn a£ay; -.

.... 2_ _r,etear moved a.ong the'skir-t tape from radial 36 to d

" " 3) The fe=_ traveled around the number 37 cloth reinforce-

-ent anJ_ was certainly directed toward_ the vent as it

moved along radlal=number-37. H_d th_ direction been

- - opposite, there would be n? rema_u_._g piece of parent

----- .cloth at-the top.of the number 37-cloth reinforcement. "

" "-_ - - 4) :Presence of the-20 inch t_-iangular piece of cloth ba-

=-_.||_-,-" : .-i - " _ plie's _that tears trayele_ several directions from this •

'__-,S: _ . .- ,_: - area.-- , - --

-_": : __i- ' :5) .Te__-d_td .-occur:in panels-C and D of gores numbered 14, .. _,

,--._-":'_:;S-'-"-_ " ' -7.,-_',:-.'.-. ',-l_i-,_16"--andi8_,,.-Study-i-.ofi__hepacking -p-.ocedur_..(xefer- ,-- ._

_--_. .-L_ '_:_-.f:.'_-.- _-_-"-':'-'.-_-'-.._-.:eoee ='F_gu_e:_5,_o.£G_15133s :.-Revlslo_B) :'_hovsthe mid-- __ __i-.-""

:-.:_--:_":-,':':.;:-i.-__-: "_-'!-__ --=.:7_dLh"_io_. b'_e-:gores:t6-be d£¢_¢_6_!y JoPposed_-a,d.adjacent .

.:-_: :-:";'": :,: _',.'--:._---_-_'=7:_-_':"-",',:O::sOrea_,36"aud3_ -_n :_he:pecl(edcond£tion. -A sketch -- _'--

::".,..-_ :,-, -_-,:--_ .:-:_ ,._...f .the_-._anelI:C_and D dlsk-areas-.leevin_ the_-,-bagmouth - ., _- -

_,-:-., !-_- .",.-'--'-'-_.=_: -L ,-_Inclu_d-£n,,-F-,_gure-:C-2_;_or--_clarlficstlcn. ; : _-

:_] :i_ _ '..a., _'e_o__a_re, _-i.__ TL_ ' : :' : : _ :_

..... ,.... ---.---.,_-_h_ fol%owi _obse_j_vet_o,_.J.s_ Iy-l;mlie_e _h_t, the pr mary ._.__........., _.. ......_ _ _:_
_ :_ -qears-d$d no_. re_u ;_:due.to,on-!y_ex_ssi_p_e_$_re accesses. _'_-:: :..-
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t' a. Ccu_piete absence of any signs of excessively loaded seams.
,?.:

g-. _= b_a=,, _hoi, ld _'-"-.,,_prior to _._.,..e,=-_'.... ,no ..__-"o"ra_4_g.._..

_ could be found.

i b. The post test structural integrity of material in vicinity
_ of gores 36 and 38 and in particular, gore 37 was surpri-

i singly intact. :
c. 'ii'.cface chat the tears _u gores 14, 15, 16 and 18 were

remote fr_ either panel Or gore seams certainly indicates

fai!ure other than pure tension. This Is further evidenced

by the abrasion damage adjacent co ghese tesrs as stated st

. : the outset of this discussion.

, i -- C. PJterials and-Manufactu_ing

?

. _ ! The following summarizes the material, a_d manufacturlng investigation
to BLDT #1

..- =! Along the edge of tape 39, on gore 38S was a clean severance of cloth
J

t from tape. It_ appearance Is noC one that _ould be associated With a

i pure tensile _ailure, - It could, however, b_ asaociated with Other factors :

; such as .severe needle da_ge causlng_ clean _rforati_n upon--lo.din_,or

-_,. -._ S rapid tearlng aetloa_i, . _- . .: "

i,- .... .: In Lr,_est.%gating the posstbi!ity of u_edle damsge_ the sewtug at the i

• .i

-:"/ £atlure was closely examined for stitchcount, needle hole si_e, and

.=_ _. evidence of a damaged needle (burred: or dull), Thls.. examination sho_ed_. _
everyth£n_ to b_ normal, - -

_.,"• To-_urther investigate the above situation, the d_£Iy- sewing samples /_,,,/

.:'-: • -- _hat were fabricated during "fabriCation 0£ the BLDT #I parachute s_--_ .... '._

-3-:%".:°; _ -'"" -_ " -_ ".... '-' ---- '
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examined for the same flaws. Again, there was no evidence of abnormality.

One of the daily sewin_ samples was then used to try to fl:,p1_eqtea te,r

that would produce a clean separation as was observed on the chute. The

test consisted of starting a small tear along the seam edge, and with a

rapid motion, tearing the cloth. This test resulted in s failure almost

identical £o that observed in the parachute. Consequently, t_:eclean

severance of cloth and tape has been attributed to a high speed, running

¢0

tear action, rather than excessive sewing machine damage.

In order to determine whether or not the parachute materials had been ::

degraded in strength beyond expectatlons, physical tests were conducted on

various segments of the chute. The four main areas of concern were:

: I. Gore seams

-_ 2. Panel seams

3. Basic cloth (warp direction) --

_" 4. Basic cloth (fill direction) _i

;" In the case of the gore seam, ho_ever, teat specimens fro_ the fabricated -,

chute would involve testing w_.th the seam on the bias. All former testing _:

has been conducted with the seam normal to the yarn direction. Conse- .
%-

•

_ quently, there would be no mean_ng<_l base ilne data with which to compare

: the results. K_SA personu¢! _._luv__6red to perform a cv!inder, burst test

of _ gore seam. Againp there would be no way of correlatlng the data with :_

_; presently known strengths. It was decided that testln8 of the other three __

elements would produce trends that could b_ related tO the strength reten-

tion of the gate seam. ' _ •

o_ Cousequent!y;_test specimens were cut-from :hi chute as-sho_m in ,

Figure C-3.
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f

All test specimens were ravelled down to an effective width ef one

$
L inch. The gage length was siz inches and the Jew separatic- rate was

_: 12 inches per minute.

L The test results are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I

STRENGTH OF MATERIAL FROM BLDT #I CHUTE

Strength (Ib/In)

Gore 35 Gore 37

Disk Cloth (warp) 112 105

_: 109 86*
", Ii0 i17

112 108
114 Iii

_. Average 111.4 1.05.4

!-

_ Disk Cloth (fill) Iii 102
108 102

, ll0
III lO9
109 95

:_ Average 109.8 I00.0

Disk Panel Seam 91 95
-- 93 91

_ 94 87

95 77* not Included

i Average ql.4 91,0

i * Specimen failure was a tearing aetlon. This is
i due to the difficulty in _ns_all_n8 the wrinkled

epecimens properly in the jaws causing a non-
_ uniform stress dlstrlbution across the width of

,_ the specimen, in the case of the seamed specl-mene, the f_i ure was not near the seam.
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Based on receiving inspection tests, the average strength of the

cloth used in fabrication cf the ch_:tewas 117 Ib/In in the warp direc-

tion and 112.9 lb/in in the £tll direction. Using these values, a cloth

: strength reduction in gore 35 (adjacent to damaged gores) of 2 to 4.5

percent is evident. A percentage of this magnltude is prealctable as a

; r_sult of heat compatibil_ty exposure. Gore 37 (between damaged gores)

resulted in a strength reduction of 10 to 1! percent. The difference

between gores 35 and 37 becomes obvious upon examination of the films.

Gore 37 underwent _ violent _1--_n_ action throughout the f1_ghe while

gore 35 saw minimal flagging.

' From previous development testing, the average strength of the disk

panel seam is 94 lb./in, Test results from both gores show s strength

reduction of approximately 3 percent which can be attributed to the heat

_" compatibility exposure.

It should be pointed out that all specimens were qulte wrinkled

_ which causes difficulty in aligning the specimens in the grips for

"[ testing. Consequently, the test values are considered minimum.

Based on the test results, it is conclua_d that the material, strengths

"_. had not degraded below expecgation.

5

D. Ae_rod_namlc Heating

/-

_,' Aerodynamic heating effects on AV-I (BLDI I) were investigated as

_ foiIows:

_:_, Reference: (I) RSE-10208-16 dated 08 _ebruary 1971.

J
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7

Reference: _Conta nued)

(2) Bobbitt, P.J0: "Theoretical Analysis of the Aero-

dynamic Heating at the Flow Stagnation Line of a

Disk-Gap-Band Parach,te at Supersonic Speeds",

NASA/LRC, UWP-748, O'l May 1969.

{ _n estimate of the temperatures at first full open for the first

) BLDT test was made using the method d_scussed in Reference (I). Essen-

o_
tlally, this m_hod conslsts of using heating rates generated in accor-

:-" dance with Reference (2) in a one-dimensional heat transfer computer

simulation. For the present case the following kno_n or assumed condi-

",. lions _ere used:

h = 140,000 feet

/

: "F= 0

_ MM.F. = 2.17
7

Linear decay
f Mp.L. _ 2.04
J<

i Time to line stretch - 1.03 seconds

', Time _rom line stretch to _irst full open = 0.55 seconds

: Since _'_ese conditions close!/ approximate ccnditlons assumed in Refer-

ence (i)_ the results of that memorandum were extended to the present

case, The results are shown in Figure C-4 and iudicate the tempera-

ture efft'ct to be relatively minor especially considering the fact that I
i

i damage w_s apparent from the films prior to the time of first full open. :

} It is noted, he, ever, that very llml_ed heating ia assumed to occur during

i llne stretch end that the inflation time _s very short. An estlmste of

_ Bobbitt assuming an equilibrium surface tempersture is achieved producest ,

;' s _emperature of l_9°F. If it il assumed _hat even higher heatl,_41 rates
!_t ""

'_ exist prior to full open than do after full open at a given set of

, _:" ,_
_ conditions (a posslbi_ty suggested _y Bobbi_t)_ then even higher _

,_
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A

k

_ temperature_ could be expected. The stagnation temperature in a Math

_ 2 flow at 140,000 feet is 375°F. This, of course, represents an upper

_i" limiting value

E. Conclusions of Analysis, I. Damtge encountered on this test did net cc_Fro-,i_= the stru:

_%-_ rural integrity of the parachute or the required performance of tlledecel-

erator system, --

2. Primary disk damage orlgin_ted from small localized dsmLge in

the lower panel regions as those regions emerged _rom the deployment bag.

• 3. The small areas of damage in gores 36 and 38 saw pressure early

_ e_ough and hlgh enough to cause significent damage. By the tlme other

_i damaged areas saw the environment, the energy was insufficient to propa-

gate damage.

4. Angle of attack phenomena combined wlth excessive ,'ynamlc pres-

sure_ and lower than MAPS design relative bag strip velocities cre_ted

frictional condltlovs which were responsible for the panel initial damage.

5. Reductlqn_in dynamic pr(ssure and its as'..ociated improvement on
L,

bag strip characteristics should significantly improve the probability of --:,!

_,_ . a normal deployment. ,_'!_

6. Damage to the radial tape reinforcements Is considered secondary '.

and wowld not have occurred w_ I:hout gore damage.

•,5 1i: ;.
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_r

'_ 7. Smudges on the canopy, loss of the deployment bag and damage to

the buffer are considered incidental to the test and are in no way detrt-

_,_ mental to the performance of tiledecelerator system,

8. The absence of the suspension line retention pins does n-t appear

_ to relate to any viaible parachute damage.

9. There does not appear to be any basis to suspect manufa:_urlng

2. or material associated problems,

N

_2

)

I ,!,
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PARACHUIE DIMENSIC _



' D-2

' PRE-FLIGHT

i-

_. RADIAL A(DISC) B (GAP) C(BAND) D(DISC) E (3AND) F(BAND) _(SUSP)i,

_. NO. FT-INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES II_H_ FT-IIICHEE =

_ I 17-31/8 251/4 75 307/16 301/4 3(11/4 90 - 2

2 31/4 112 75114 1/4 3/8 3/16 11/2 ;

i_ 3 31/4 114. 1/2 3/16 1/16 I/_ 21/2

4 3118 1/4 1/4 1/2 I/2 5/16 2

_ 5 31_4 i/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 7/ib 2!/4

. 6 31/8 5116 1/2 1/2 1/2 t/2 __/4

7 31/4 3/16 5/8 3/8 i/& 3/16 21/4 --

_ 8 31/2 3/16 5116 3/8 1/4 ]./4 1314

_ 9 31/2 1/4 1/4 I/4 I/4 3/8 13/4

3/8 11/4_. 10 4 ' 3/8 114 1/4 5/1 °

II 37/8 3/8 5/8 -2/i6 .2/8 3/6 .II14

' 12 ;'3/4 I/4 1/2 7/16 5/16 '/16 z

!3 31/2 1/4 3,'_ 1/4 1/4 7/i6 21/2

I/' "' 35/8 3/8 1/2 3/8 Ii4 711 _ zlI4

, 15 - '- 3 I14 318 i14 3/Q _12 2

, 16 31/4 !/4 1/2 7/16 I/4 1/8 2

17 31/2 5116 7/I 6 7/16 5/16 5/16 11/2

'" ; 18 .., 3 II4 3/8 I/8 !,'R 3/8 13/4

19 31/8 1/2 3/8 I/_ 1/2 1/4 2

-7 I : _0 31"4 1/4 3/8 -, 3/16 0 9/16 2

21 3'1"/2 3/8 5/8 7/16 3/8 118 2

?2 3112 114 " : I12- "_I16 5116 2

13 35/_, 1/4 518 1/4 1/4 3/8 2114 ,_ '

24 31/2 114 114 3/I6 ,_, 5116 3116 2

m i
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t_ PRE-FLIGHT 'CONTI_JED)

_.. --

-_. RAvZ_ A(DISC) B_CAP) C(B_D) D(DISC) Z(SAND) F(S_D) C(S0SP)
. _ NO. FT-INCHES INCHES I_ICHES INCHES ZNCRES I_ES FT-TNCI_S :- -_

-._ 25 17- 3b18 251/4. •755116 303116 305/16 30114 90-2114 -

2_ 3Z-14 .1-14 518 3/!6 114' 3116 1112 :

_'---_ :. 27 = "-': ./'3!.12-.- 5116 3/8 : 1/4- 318: 318 -2

. c_ _ -28 _ .- ii4 114 7116 7/16 1/8 2 : -.

_: .;'29 . 3_.•-. •-ii_ 3116 _5116 11s 3116 2114

- " " - --is' 7-t6,30 - - 33/4 16 5116 0 : 112 2

- 31 "-3314-- -5116- 114 5116- 3116 !14 1314

32 ; 37/8 _5116 - 3/8" 3/8 3/16 - 1/8 2118

: "_i --33 _ _ 3112 5116-. :I/4- 3116 114 5/15 2118 -_.: _. 34"- 4 _14 _ -5/1_ 5116 112,- 3/16 2114

--" _i 35 . ,:37/8 5/i6 3/8:: 7. : : - " . . /16_ 3/16 3]16 21/4

--. : :36 -: 33/8 .......114 -I/4 " 3116 3/16 114 1314

, _--.:-:- - :37__---" :31/_- 3/8- - -I/4_:-"-'-- "7/16 " 112- 318 21/4

-_ ::38 -: - " "3718 5/16 I/4 -_: '118 "!/4.. 3116 2114

: _:_1 :-":'--39_ - =_?:_:31-J2 5/16 - 3'!8 "- 3/8 !/8 118 2]'/2

'_":;--" ::40 " '--" - 33)_:.._ -!/4 :' ]'14- "3/8 7/16 1/2 21/-8 :_;

._ :;. . .,, .C_ - - _ " _ . - . \ "_ ,-:

_.-" 5_. :2

_ , - :- 4-:_ _/8 _.-:,!14-,- ale ,,.!l4 -, Z./s" 2 ::.

":_')::-": - 47 :-?'-_.51:/B::- _":-}18- .: : :,--1/8 "-:-- 3/8 " "9/T6 1/4" -13/4

1973004294-195



___ V-4

i -2-

I - VENT DIAMETER ": -: BRIDLE LEG H =- RADIAL J "

SIN 40 901/2 !/25 421/2
2 :

_" SiN 41 905/8 7/31 421/27

';" S/N 42 901/2 13137 421/2

19/43 421/2
_r

-!
t-

V

: {

'" i --

%,

¢

;, , ;b-

%,

1973004294-196



.... -_ -7 -f

PostFLZmtT

-e(susP)
_' B (GAP) C(BAND) D(DISC) Z(SAND) F (BAND)t_.D_ A(DISC)- _C_S _ FT-I_C_ZS

_O. FS-INCaSS _caza _£_zs_ _c_.s iNcm_s= __
I 17 - 5718 251/2 77114 303)8 30-O : 30112 95 - 11112

i 2 17 - 5 255/8 77_/8 1/_ .1/4 1/6 10

__ 3 _"2i.-5U8 25:12. 78114 30-0. 318 118

4- i7 - 5 _ 25S/8 78114 = 1/2 0 1/4 51/Z=
_ 3/8 4314 :

i 5 17 - 5518 251/2 78112 11_ 318
6 17 - 5114 25112 78518 318 114 318 8

I 41/_

7 17 - 53/8 25318 79114 318 318 3/8

_ 8 17 - 5718 251/2 79118 1/4 114 5116 4
2 ":

9 17 - 51/2 25112 78112 1/4 1_4 1/4 51/2
: 1/8 6

g 781/8 1/_ I14 _ --

- _ lO 17 - 53/4 "25112
'} tl 17 - 53/4 25318 773/8 3il 6- 5/16 1/4 9114

F 114 9112

} 12 17 - 43/4 253/8 771)8 1/4 3/8] --- .. •

":13 17 - 43/4 25318 771/8 I/_ 5/16 1/4 8

14 }7 " 41/8 255/8 761]8 1/4 114 3/16 10

: _ £5 17 o 4118 25318 77 118 1/4 3/8 7
_. 118 3/8 1/16 '

16 -- _.17 - 4114 25318 771/4 -- :

17 - 5114 25112 773t8 3/8 . 1114 114 5314

i 17 71/_ :
18 17 - 4318 25112 773/16 _. 1/8 114 1/4_ _ "

19 17 - 4112 " 25318 77518 --i/4 1/8 " 1i8 " •

•_ 20 17 - 55/8 _251/2 77112 1/4 t/2 1/4 314
-

i - _ o t/8 2 ;'
21 17 - 4318 25114 77114 _14 -- "

-- 21/2 -.- s/ t/4
77318 3/8 16 k

_ 22 17 - 51/4 25118

" -1/4 _,_/_ 1o
23 17 - 53/4 25318" 771/2 '1/8 10314 i

F 25112 77 3/18 1/_ 1/16 !;,_, 2_ t7 - 5_18

1973004294-195



D-6

2"

__ , POST FLIGI_ (CONT_ED)

c(BA_v) D(D_C) Z(BANV) F(_a_'V)G(SUSP)
{ RADIAL A(DSSC) B (GAP)

_ FT-SNCl]ES _ n_CUES INCRES INCl]ES 5_C"aES IT-INCHES3ot12 95- It14

i : 25 17 - 5t/8_ 251/2 76314 30l/4 30t/4
I/4 3/8 t18 31/2

_, 26 17 - 43/8 253/8 765/8

_-[ 17 _ 5112 251i7 16314 I14 I14 5116 3

27 3/8 £/8 4t/2
Z_ 17 - 5 25112 761/8 1/2 "

•', 29 _-- 17 - 51/4 251/2 763/8 5116_ 1/2- 1/8 53/4

251/2 761/4 0 1/8 1/2 23/4 :
# 30 57 - 5 5314

253/s 761/8 - t/4 _/2 t/4
31 57 - 6 43/4

32 17 61/4 251/2 76318 5/16 I/8 1/4

i 33 17'- 61/2 251/2 76t/2 3/16 i/4 t/2 155/16 3/8 II"
251/2 76114 . I14

34 17 - 71/4 . 9

35 17 - 73/4 255/8 763/8 5/16 1/2 3/8
75718 £12 I14 I12 10

} 36 t7- 9/4 26-o  o3/4
, I_ 37 17 _ 53/4 251/2 " 751/2 1/2 1/4 3/4

38 17 5314 25112 75518 514 112 112 8- 51/2

263/10 763/4 5/16 1/4 3/8

_ 39- 17 - 81/8 83/4

40 17 - 63/8 25172 761/4 5/16 1/4 3/4 91/2

.25518 765]8 114 3/8 1/4
41 - 17 = 73/8 - 1/4 $01/4

i 42 17 61/2 25t12 76112 I/4 0
" 114 t14

i 43 17 - 67/8 255/8 767/8 I/4
; 251/2 77 0 3/8 1/4 1/2

44 t7 - 6t12 3112
t/_ 5/8

_5 t7 - 6 255/s ;it/_ _/8

i 46 t7 - 6 25i/2 77 3/8

47 t7 - 61t4 25518 77314 3/8 1/_ 1/4 3

i 48 17 * 51-/2 255/8 773/8 1/4 1/2 3/8 6

. - 1973004294-1



7_
D-7

i:

2.

F
_- POST FLIGHT(CONTINUED)

2

i VENT_ DIA.BRIDLE LEG H - INCHES RADIAL J - INCtlES

I S/N 40 911/4 314 1/25 427/8

S/N 41 913/8 3/4 7/31 427/8

S/N 42 911/4 3/4 13/37 421/4t

19/43 43-0

g

i"

#

N"'";

i

197:3004294-199


